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STATEMENT OF THE PURPOSE OF THE 'l'HESIS 
The evaluation which will be made in this thesis is a 
direct result of the author's saliency £or observing and 
.... - .u..... .. "' 
analyzing employee relations programs. It is submitted that 
this saliency is the direct result of exposure to the human 
relations aspect or adn11n1etration. It is the author's 
personal consensus that the human factor in public relations 
be given primary consideration when performing public rela-
tions activities. An attempt will be made in the study to 
exemplify the transcending importance of human relations in 
the practice of public relations. 
The ter.m employee relatione is associated with the 
management .functions ot both public relations and industrial 
relations. There is little doubt that the obJectives or 
each group are very similar. The basic~ but significant .. 
differences are the methods used to achieve the obJectives., 
and the activities delegated to each division. 
I 
The term industrial relations is a title given to the 
division which usually is responsible for personnel manage-
ment, union-management relations., and employee health, 
welfare and recreation. Public relations, on the other hand., 
is the title given. to the function of internal and external 
public communication. In the large organization with a 
public relatione division, it is not unusual to find a sub-
II 
division devoted exclusively t o employee relations. Basically, 
the two functions <litter primarily because public relations 
usually conmunicate& indirectly with its publics while in-
dustrial relations finds it more ex.pedient to colllllun1cate 
directly. 
A public relations ttudy made by Professor Nugent 
Wedding of the University of Illinois~ revealed that twenty-
five percent o.f public relatione and publicity i s conducted 
by industrial relations divisions. The other two groups, 
which combined with industrial relations constitute almost 
1~ty percent of public relations ~ puulicity, are 
sales and advertising. 
With the preceding 1ntonnat1on at hand, the author, 
1n the .fall ot 1953, visited Merr1mack Manufacturing Compa.rcy-, 
Lowell, Massachusetts.. 'l'his large textile firm delegated 
the function ot public relations to the division ot indus-
trial relat.ion&. A problem of layoffs was facing the 
management. The internal and external public relations 
would naturally be affected. Here then was an opportunity 
to report on and evaluate, the public relations activities 
conducted by the industr1al relations division of a specific 
company~ as it .attempted to expedite a particular problem. 
Merrimack Manufacturing was chosen for this report tor 
several reasons. Its principal function was the production 
III 
or cotton textiles.. 'l'ext1le mills in New England were faced 
with many external public relatione problems. in addition 
to the ever-present problema of internal employe·e relations. 
~ . Public relations prae.tic~oners, performing through a well 
defined, independent public relations division, could 
utilize many standardized principles and media of communication 
to overcome the problem. Since this company did not have 
such an independent division, i t was felt that a presentation 
and evaluation of t he principles and practices associated 
with a specific industrial :relations division would ot:fer 
pertinent data .f'or further evaluation by members or t he 
public relatione profession. It 1s further submitted that 
students trained in publ1o relations may be desirous of 
practicing their knowledge in industrial relation divisions. 
This thesis repo.rt may serve as a guide to them as they 
ponder a decision tor future practice. 
This report and evaluation will be the net result o 
several intensive interviews with the Director of Industrial 
Relations and members ot' his ~;!tat!'. The author has had 
th opportunity to be a wi tnesa to several employee grievance 
situations~ a labor arbitration, and guest at numerous 
functions where external public relations was practiced. 
On the basis or this degree of e:ltpo.sure# combined with a 
generously adequate understanding of company activities, 
accessibility to 1nf'ox'Dlat1on pertaining to the publics, and 
recognition of the necessity of making a justified con-
tribution to t he pub.lic l:'elations proteasion, the author 
feels qualified to present this report and evaluation. 
IV 
PART I 
INTRODUCTION TO COMPANY AND INDUSTRY 
A. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND OF 
MERRIMACK MAtruFACTURINO COMPANY 
1. 
Me·rr1mack Manufacturing Company is Lowell's large t 
1ndust~. At peak production it employs as many as 2500 
employees, most of whom are skilled in particular operations 
for the production of cotton textiles. Merrimack has been 
in operati.on over one hundred thirty two years. It has 
consistently adJusted to the demands made upon its operation. 
Survival ot this company through the many turbulent years 
or the industrial revolut!on exemplifies the foresight 
and forward thinking traditionally associated with its 
management. Today this organization 1s one of the fe\'1 
remaining successful textile mills in New England, despite 
the fact that considerable instability has plagued the 
industry in the past f1v~ years. 
The population of Lowell., Massachusetts1 is approximately 
100,000 people. It is p~dominant.ly a manufacturing 
community, its chief product being textiles. There is no 
real competition in Lowell for the Merrimack, particularly 
in corduroy and velveteen. Merrimack specialized in the 
manufacture or hi.gh grade velveteen and corduroy. In 
velveteens there is no local competition whatsoever. In fact, 
the United States has but three major producers or velveteen. 
In addition to Merr1mack1 they are Julliard in Utica., New York, 
and Crompton Company at Crompton, Virginia. 
'!'here is some area competition in corcluroy ~- namely Cone 
Corporation .. Hockm.eyer Brothers, Vemetta Corporation,. and 
the Boott Mills., but the most significant competition in 
corduroy comes trom the South. Basically the Merrimack 
competes with the South. In fabxw1c competition, however, 
it competes with every mill in the Greater Lowell area. 
Woolen plant• in the area,. because of their historic wage 
differential, and despite -a recent l&,i cut in wages in 
New England, still pay ten to fifteen cents more per hour 
than cotton textiles in the Lowell area. The tour major 
woolen mille in the· Lowell area are; Abbot Worsted; 
Talbot Mills.; Merrimack Woolen Mills (subsidiary or J. P. 
Stevens Company); and Beaverbrook Mills, a division of 
American Woolen Company. It is significant to report that 
·at the. time of the layot't at Merrimack, there was ap-
proximately a twenty ... f'ive cent wage differential between 
Cotton a.nd Woolen textiles. 
Lowell is the leading textile center in Massachusetts. 
Its chief industries are cotton synthetic and woolen 
textiles. Lowell has other industries such aa §~oes and 
t 'Ood processing- Lately, h01·1ever, 1t has been attracting 
garment manufacturing and electronics firms. The in-
dustrial development commission has set its sights on the 
ne\'ler and -amaller industries. These new industries create 
a problem of labo~ procurement tor the older1 established 
industries. As a result of the loeating ot new industries, 
textiles no lOnger is regarded as a growing industry. 
Rather it is recognized. as a statio or dying industry. With 
respect to Merrimack, there is little doubt that the 
community is partially dependent upon the company tor economic 
stability. At present, with prod.uotion curtailed, the 
weekly payroll is approximately $100,000. This factor is 
evidence or the imPortance of the company to the community's 
economic stability. 
Since Merrimack is the largest firm 1n Lowell, it 
aseu.rnes a position of leadership within the community. Con-
aiderable pressure 1s on the company to perform as a good 
corporate oi t .1zen.. Por reasons to be explained further in 
this thesis, it will suffice to s·ay that Merrimack is 
often called upon to "set the pace" in community participation. 
In essence Merrimack industrially represents and ex-
emplifies the greater Lowell area. It must provide employment 
for citizens or the area, and it must recognize its obligation 
to the businesses in the Lowell area. 
Merrimack*& POSition in the industrial environment of 
Lowell is one ot great signiricance. Its wage-rates, labor 
relations, and general external public relations often are 
used as standards of operation by other companies, regardless 
4. 
or their size. The .reader can better appreciate the lot ot 
the leading industrial concern in a community when he 1s 
.. 
made aware ot the great and varying .d~de made upon its 
human and physical resources. This is the situation invol v-
1ng Merrimack. It 1& hoped that a clearer understanding or 
the camp~1 s participation Will result from a subsequent 
analysis ot its external public relations. 
The principal prOducts manutactureci by Merrimack are 
cotton corduroy and velveteen. These cotton textiles are 
a few ot the fabrics used 1n the manufacturing or ladies 
and men's fashion garments. These mult.i-colored fabrics., 
cult'rently in high demand by fa·sh.ion designers and consumers, 
are used predotninantly tor tall. and winter fashions. Corduroy 
and velveteen are generally classified as heavy fabrics. 
Therefore~ they are traditionally accepted tor use in garments 
tor fall anc:l winter us.e .. 
The problem& which result f'rom producing fabrics in 
demand during a particular season impoe.e a buroen upon 
many management functions.. Production must be ached.uled to 
provide year-round, Gtable employment. The company • s maJor 
production season ends 1n late summer. This is a result ot 
the necessity of delivering tall fabrics 1n sufficient time 
to permit clothing manufacturers to produce their garments 
for early fall delivery. The maJor production season is, 
therefore 1 the spring and summer of each year. Management 
s. 
is required to anticipe.te the peak season and ke necess ry 
adjust ents among personnel t o e~ped1te the production 
function. During other t han p a.k seasons, management is 
also obligated to make adjustments in its work force which 
are in the best interest or management and labor. Although 
p~duction usually deere sed during off-seaso~~, suffici nt 
reorders are available t o keep most of the force intact. 
During World War II, and for several years thereafter, 
government contract~ permitted a more equitable distribution 
of work during the year. When these orders ceased only 
strictly ciVilian goods were produced, and tull employment 
was possible due to pent-up demands of consumers. The 
manufacture of velveteens and corduroys was considered a 
good business. .J:,1ttle impact was felt by producers or 
velveteen from production and market1ng competition. 'Following 
World War II, however, many new corduroy and velveteen mills 
came into existence. These new mills 1. coupled with foreign 
competition, created a heavy supply of goods which event~ly 
met t he demands or consumers, and increased the production 
problems of many corduroy and velveteen producers. The 
impact from velveteen compet1t1o~ waa not felt until recently 
because it is more difficult to produce this fabric, 
primari ly due to its Skilled production nature. The pre-
ceding discussion pertaining to p~uolems ot textile competition 
is intended to provide the reader with a background or the 
6. 
many problems l'lh ich raced t he management of Merrimack . These 
probl ems were ~idespr ad, i nvolving not only i ndustrial 
relations but publi c relations as well. 
The tunotions of Merrimack Manufacturing Company are 
divided among tour major divisions. 
1,. Manufacturing d1 v.ision (making of grey cloth) • 
2. Converting division (dyeing and finishing the ·cloth). 
3" Maintenance division (maintaini ng plant and machines). 
4. Administrative division (otfice and starr function)~ 
'l'he manutacturing., converting, and maintenance divisions 
each have a. superintendent in cha:vge of the duties or each 
respective divisi on. These three div:L.sions come under t he 
supervi sion or a general superintendent who r eports directly 
t o t he president. The ottice division is supervi sed by an 
office manager who is also assi stant treasurer of the 
company . The director or industri al relations 1s a staff 
officer who reports directly to the president, as does t he 
general superintendent and oftloe manager. 
All production and maintenance employees accrue eenior.1ty 
for their tenure ot employment w1 th the company and senior! ty 
on their respective Jobs~ Sitnilarly., each Job within the 
production division has a commensurate wage rate. The 
factors or seniori ty and wage rates will be given fUrther 
important consideration later in this thesis. 
Merrimack Manufacturing Company is not an open stock 
company. Ownership is limited to a tew people. A board 
of directors is entrusted with the operation of the firm, 
through a president who is a member of the board1 and re-
ports directly to the board. 
7. 
B. RECEN't DlFFietn,TIES INVOLVING NEW ENGLAND TEXTILE MDJ:,S 
During World War II, and the years subsequent to the 
end ot host1.11 tiee., many d1ff1cul ties have predisposed 
the management of New .England textile mills. While they 
were detinitely problems of survival~ they also were public 
relations problems,. perhaps inadvertently. 
During the period previously mentioned many new mills 
were established in other :regions or the United States 1 
part1.cularly in the South. These new mills presented the 
first genuine domestic compet.ition to the New England 
textile industry. It must be noted that the newer mills 
operated with max.1mum efficiency, primarily from the use 
of newer and more modern machines. On the other hand., the 
competitive nature ot the textile business forces mills 
to be constantly concerned about costs. Therefore~ as 
New England communities added costs to the operation (tax.es1 
1.noreased wages, reluctance ot employees to accept work 
load extensions, union pressures 1 eto. ) or textiles, mills 
were forced to look tor places where these. costs were not 
so high. In the South they round a more soluble environ-
ment. 'l'h1s6 tnerefore 1 gave Southern mills an edge 1n 
competition. Other f'aotors which contributed to the 
diftioul ties of New England textiles were: 
l. Low wages1 indicative of the textile i ndustry 
(as compared with other industries), 
8. 
2. Long history of' Ne1-1 England as a major textile region. 
3. It was an old industry whose .economic structure 
had. been built year-s ago. 
4. It was a marginal industry (cost per yard and price 
per yard are very close to each other, possibly lim1ting 
profits). Ability to realize profits is dependent 
upon large volume ot production and strict supervision 
ot costs .• 
5. Seasonal nature or textiles, It was a previous 
custom of textiles to lay-oft during the fall season# 
which was the period following the peak season. These 
factors were in the minds of the publics in the New 
England region. Their attitudes toward textiles were 
developed from their acceptance or rejection of the 
factors previously mentioned. 
Replacing old machines with new high-speed equipment 
involved a substantial expenditure of money, or which 
many f1~ had little-. Since many mills awoke to the real 
problem too late to guarantee sufficient business to cover 
cost of new machines.; they were forced to close. Those 
remaining mills, which either did not depend on quick 
delivery orders, or did make the necessary adjustments, were 
better adapted to enter the competition tor fabric sales. 
9 .. 
Recent reports by New England. industrial bureaus offer evidence 
that mills in that area wbich weathered the storm of mech-
anization ax-e at least holding their own today$ and many 
are again ~al1e1ng prosperity though in a diminished !'onn. 
As $ign1fice.nt the problem ot mechanization has been, 
,......,. 
it does not paral:~lil: that which is recognized as competition .. 
both foreign and domestic. 'l'he easing of tar 1tJ laws and 
trade barriers by the federal government caused considerable 
d1ff1cul ty for New England mills. They were already faced 
\'lith increasing domestic competition which in turn saw 
foreign competition altnost deal a death blow to many more 
firma. Merrimack had its share or tedious moments as a 
result of this competition. 
Velveteen., produced by Merrimack, was also produced 
in Southern mills, thereby increasing competition and pur-
portedly establishing a price differential, with prices. 
of the South being lower... . Velveteen was also being imported 
from Italy and Japan. The quality of · foreign velveteen 
was acceptable but its coet was tar below that of American 
mills. It thus becomes easier to understand the many 
pressures brought against . the management. o'£ · Merrimack and 
. ',, ! . 
other New-England mille. ·: ·· frod.uati.on was obviously affected 
and employee.s were indirectly involved • .. To state that 
public relations problE!mls resulted would be an understatement. 
Perhaps never before in the h1stor.y of New England textiles 
was there such a need for an evaluation or institution or a 
public relations program~ 
Domestic competition in all cotton textiles, as prev-
iously mentioned, was ch1etly from the South. New mille 
were built in the Carolinas, Georgia, Tennessee and Alabama. 
Many were merely branch plants or national producers who 
also had mills in New England. The primary argument in 
support of moving South wae nearness to r-aw materials, and 
lower wage rates. The costs ot finished products, however, 
did not change significantly. The advantage to the Southern 
mill ... owners was the.ir ability to produce quicker with their 
new equipment and purported lower operating costs including 
low c.orporat1on taxes. 
Two otber factors which contribute to the plight or 
New England textiles must be presented, Textile producers 
must contend with a keen market and aggress1 ve buyers. 
AlmOst all fabrics can be purchased from any one of a number 
ot different mills in tne Worth Street section or New York 
City. Considerable pressure is conf3tantly on producers 
to otter attractive and appealing fabric at the lowest possible 
price~ Buye.rs are aggress1 ve and a.hrewd, seeking tne best 
offer at the lowest price.. Many small firms which are 
capable ot adJusting to the demands ot buyers can offer a 
wider range of prices. The larger mills which have a uniform 
price standard may suffer from the actions or itinerant 
producers. 
11. 
The second taotor deals with the small flexible textile 
producers. It is relatively simple tor individuals or groups 
to enter the textile business. There are no set standards. 
Appropriate machinery can be obtained at reasonable cost 
and raw materials are sinlple to acquire. Thus a great deal 
or capital iS not necessar.y. In New England particularly~ 
many abandoned mills are available for tmnediate use, often 
with the blessing of local business and civic groups who 
have an eye on stimulating the econany or their communi ties. 
These small producers usually have a low overhead and as a 
result can offer fabrics at competitive and flexible prices. 
Economically# the textile induetry has not been excepted 
from the business recession of the past seve~ years. The 
high production rate indicative ot textile mills following 
World war II saturated the market with unusual completeness. 
The subsidiary factor of increasing unemployment con-
tributed s1gn1f1oantly to the shortage or money available 
tor purchase ot clothing. 
The consequenee of the slump in sales was an increase 
in textile inventories in mill warehouses. The mills, 
part:toularly Merrimack~ real:tzed the prob1ems :tnvol ved 
should they curtail production , 'Finished. pmuots~ though 
placed in inventories~ must be sold in the near future and 
then replaced by normal production.. This constituted a. 
cycle which is indicative ot many New England mills of late. 
12. 
A r-~u·ther and f. nal f <.:_ctor 'lhich contrib t d to the slwnp 
in. te:ctiles was bt>Ought about indirectl by con umer • With 
continued unemployment and general business slump, c nsum rs 
anticipated price v ductions. When their anticipations were 
not realized consumption obviously f'ell off significantly. 
The preceding disaertation on th~ many difficulties 
~nvolv1ng New England textile mills is intended to present 
the d1f.f1cult1es 1n their proper perspective for public 
relations cons1derat1one Perhaps the reader can visualize 
the intet'tlal and extemal public relations problems \'lit h 
which management was .raced as a result of post-war competition 
and business slump. New England textile mills, including 
Merrimack, were faced with increasing apprehension and mis-
understanding. There developed a de.£1n1 te need to educate 
and explain the position ot textiles to all publiqs concerned 
to overcome the apprehensions and rn1s.understand1ng. There is 
a uniform belief among New England textile management that 
considerable 111-.will toward textiles prevails .among 
regional communities~ regardless of whether textile plants 
are, or evett have been, located within their 11m1ts~ 'Pactors 
previously mentioned have caused many community publics to 
.Place blame on New Bngland textiles in general. tor the 
migration to the South. Many $killed workers have become 
unemployed. Since textiles was the chief industry in many 
areas~ displaced worke·re had no other employment to tum to. 
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The reader will appreciate, therefore, the reasonably valid 
apprehensions which resulted among many publics. The 
following area will be devoted primarily to an explanation 
of the s1gn1t1canee of public ;relations tor textiles mills. 
C. SIGNIFICANCE 01 PUBLIC .RELATIONS 'POR 'l'.EX'l'ILB MU.J.S 
The survival of a company is determined by the people 
associated with it. considering the recent instability or 
the New England textile industry,. there is little doubt 
that a: greater need for public relations exists today than 
ever before . 
Public relations.. not unusually» starts at home. A 
company muet have its own house in order before it can 
attempt to sell itself to., or gain the favor of 1 other ex-
ternal publics. 
An employee relations program which 1~ administered 
by either public or industrial relations must have as 
its initial objective the encouragement and development of 
public relations consciousness among all employees., but 
more especially supeX"V1sory employees. These individual a 
represent what is commonly tenned the middle ·Of the company 
organization., a relatively key position, They are i n a 
position to represent both management and employees., often 
simultaneously. As a. result, they must interpret manage .. 
ment to employees, and subordinate employees to management. 
It becomes necessary tor public relations practie oner to 
take supervisory employees into their confidence and aid 
them in the proper perronnance o~ their duties !'rom a public 
relations point of view. 
Explaining further the performanoe or supervisory 
employees, they are often called upon to off'er information 
about management and its function to subordinate employees. 
Perfo:rmance of this function has as a prerequisite a keen 
knowledge or the company and. its function. An understanding 
ot the problema which are of' concern to employees better 
equips the supervisor to interpret the problems and decisions 
ot management to employees to allay their rears and ap-
prehensions. This function is particularly significant 
with instability presently confronting New England mills. 
Employees have a right to be informed about problems racing 
the industry. Public relations can perform this duty by 
communicating thro"Sh supervisors. 
The supervisory function ot interpreting management to 
employees performs a great service for the company by 
attempting to decrease labor turnover, a constant source 
of concern to management. A low rate of labo~ turnover 
is often accomplished tbrOugh the media of employee 
publications, employee benefits,. and other media utilized 
by public or industrial relations. The medium of personal 
c:ontact cannot be minimized 1n view or the other media. 
Supervisors can perform personal i nteraction under favorable* 
inf'onna.l condi ticns which are more conducive to under -
standing and. satisfact ion, t han most other media. In an 
organization which consistently provides desired 1nf'ormat1on 
to its personnel, through the medium of personal contact 
b¥ superiors, the chances are great that increased satis-
faction will re&ult and labor tumover will be minimized. 
The practice ot community relations by Ne . England 
textil e mills i s an unquestioned necessity i n t hi present 
era. In retrospect the Amer ican textil$ industry \';as ~ orn 
in t he New England regi on . Most ot the natural resource 
requi red in t~@ manufacture ot textiles were conveniently 
located there. Thus., with the industry first locating in 
New England, many cQllllJlun1t1es tound themselves relying 
heavily on textile f irms, for sustenance. Sinlilarly, 
manufacturers had little competition tor labor fX'Om alien 
producers ~ Many factors, ment ioned previously, have con-
t .r1buted to a Southern migration. Electronics, machine 
tools. and ·plastics produoer.s have entered the l"egion to 
either compete tor labor or draw from the· rankS ot unemployed~ 
displaced textile workers. 
The consequences of a somewhat laissez.:..rure attitude 
by textile management ha.s been the development and e~ression 
or considerable ill-will by principals and groups within 
textile communities. The principal factor or economic 
dependence has served aa a springboard or introduction to 
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. 11UlnY other probleme. When many. mills decided to move South, 
tor example; they lett their communities in a serious 
economic situation, primarily from loss ot wages • . Many 
community p~blics were affected. PUblics within a community 
which had lost a mill express(3d their views to such an 
extent that it caused apprehension among publ1os in other 
textile communities whose plants. hacS made no decision to 
move. 
'l'here 1s little doubt by the writer, that ill-w1~1 must 
be met by good publ.1c relations. The community may be 
dependent upon the oornpany for sustenance but this does 
not remove the burden of' responsibility trom management-
Rather it behooves management to properly communicate with 
its community publics in an effort to overcome their ap-
prehensions and continue to maintain their favor, because 
management muet also depend upon the community tor support .. 
The company which is recogni2:ed as the beet corporate 
citizen usually will have rewer labor procurement problems. 
Being a good corporate citizen involves many ractors 1 
primary among them being an ardent and sincere participant 
in comttlunity a:rta.irs, maintaining a presentable physical 
appearance, and certainly, good employee relations. These 
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factors, among others a~e psychologically appealing to the 
young wage eamer who becOines eligible to wotic atter 
completing school, and othel;'S who desire job transre.re 
from one company to another! A ~~~ul:'ement or attitudes 
ot high school ~tude.n1i,~ 1~ fJ. . N,ew Yo~k community toward 
their tix-st three choices tor employment (references not 
available) showed a high maJority favoring the com,p 
which had the newest_, cleanest, most attract! ve building 
i n town. Although this was not an empirical or scientiti.c 
experiment, and generally inconclusive, 1t exemplifies 
the benefit which JDa3' result f'rom being a good corporate 
citizen . · 
Any textile mill, locatec.i 1n a region with other textile 
nd.lls or other industries., finds that public relations tor 
eornpetitors is a significant fUnction. Amicable relations 
must be maintained between plants to provide each with an 
equal opportun1 ty to procure labor» and to develop the 
good-will of the community~ 
Merrimack Manufacturing is located in a highly in-
dustrial community, among many textile mills. Its relations 
with other companies, to be discussed turther in a latter 
section or th1s thesis., nrust be conducive to harmony and 
understanding, to reflect its inter·plant relations upon 
other m1lls and the community. To be capable of' drawing 
its share of skilled labol' from the employment market., 
Merrimack must communicate its good faith to the potential 
employee who is tree to make this choice or plants. 
D. COMfOSI'l'IOt{ OF 'l'HE WORK 'FORCE Art l!ERRIMACK 
MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
At tu.ll complement Merrima:.ck employed as many as 21 500 
persona. 'l'h1e was true ot the war years and immediately 
thereafter. W1 th problems confronting the .industry in 
Nel'l England, employment has dropped to approximately 
fourteen-hundred persons .. 
Within the Greater Lowell area .. including communities 
within a few miles.~ it is submitted that approximately 
ninety percent ot the work force is from this particular 
area.. 'lhe vemaining ten pereent commute from commun:1ties 
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at least seven to ten miles distant. Lawrence, Massachusetts, 
a prominent textile city, is ten m1lea from Lowell. 
Lawrence has lost many ot 1 ts mills., thereby making available 
skilled workers who are employed at Merrimack, and other 
mills. 
A \'fide variety ot national! ties a~e repres . nted among 
the work force at Merrimack. One may observe a generous 
mixture or people of French, Greek, Ruasian :Polish and 
Syrian descent, to name a retl, among the work force. All 
production workere are either slcilled or semi-skilled 1n a 
particular operation. 
Production employees at Merrimack Manufacturing Company 
are represented by a Workers Independent Union. Three 
previous attempts by the Textile Workers Union, CIO, to 
organize the plant had .tailed. 
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Interaction among employees., union, and the industrial 
relations division was of a veey in.fo~l nature. The 
employee was given every consideration by the industrial 
relations staff, the dOOX'S or this of£1ee aJ.wa:vs being 
open to any employee who has a grievance or a question .• 
Grievances and discussions between union leaders and the 
director of indust.rial relations w&re always conducted in 
a fair and amicable atmosphere. Respect for the ind1 vidual 
interest was supreme at Merrimack. 
An advantage gained by both management and employees 
resulted rx-om the absence or pressure and overburdening 
demands usually associated with the large, national union 
organizations. It is assumed that employees were satisfied 
' with managements point of view and its reaction towa.I'(1 them. 
It provided wottkers with all the company could financially 
bear. Through the industrial relations division, cont'usion 
(.....! • (.' 
and frustration as elim1nated, thereby providing union 
and employees t'x-eedom of interaction with mana.gement. 
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PART II 
PRESENTATION OF 'l'lm GENERAL PROBLEM 
A. INCREASING COMPETITION AND BUSINESS SLUMP Ai'l'ECTS SALES 
AND lNCREASES INVENTORIES •. 
Inventories Continue to lncrease 
In early September .. 1953, Merrimack Manufacturing Company 
had been operating at full capacity, on three shifts, with 
approximately 1800 persons at work. The company's maJor 
production season had just ended, having fulfilled the 
demands or tall and winter clothing manufacturers. The un-
fortunate and alarming problem wa·s the inventories which 
were increasing taster than was healthy tor the company. 
r-tanagement advanced the theory 1 at"ter evaluating the 
general problem, that foreign competition in velveteens 
and corduroys had seriously affected the market served by 
Merrimack. Also a nation ... w1de slump in cotton textile 
consumption was being experienced. There is a common 
consensus within the textile industry that this industry 
usually is the first to feel the affect of competition. 
Merrimack knew .. as did other textile mills, that the 
pent-up demands o£ World War IX, and the post-war periOd, 
had f'inally been met. Since 1941 most textile ln11le had 
been operating three shifts. At present thl.s was not 
possible tor the Merrimack. 
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Managements Decision to CUrtail Production 
The management of Merrimack sut'Dlised that production 
had to be curtailed. This action; it permitted, would 
present many oona1.derat1ons tor the company. Initially 
the management must be concerned with the effect wnich a 
production curtailment would have on the canmun1 ty. Prior 
to this event considerable instability within the New 
England textile indus.try had caused considerable apprehension 
and ill will among community publics toward textile ~lls. 
The management of Men:imack ·suepe.cted, and. rightly so; that 
the publics of Greater Lowell would be similarly affected. 
Therefore, this was one area which would require much con-
eidera.tion to all~ any tear.s and apprehensions, 
Secondly~ a.nxie:ty would be arouse.d among employees1 
many of whom would be seeking information about their 
future statue with the company. Since lll8JlY employees would 
be separated from the company considerat-ion ot the union 
would be mandatory. other workers W1 th senio:ttity would 
require transfer or Jobs thereby attecting their Job 
seniority. 'l'he grave problem or possibly losing separated 
employees _who would e.eek employment elsewhere loomed 
greater than ever. The other maJor problem concerned 
workers who might possibly be displ·eased wi.th the adJustments 
and leave the oompany. Managements problem regarding 
employees perhaps can be summarized with the statement that 
any employee who was separated. f'rom, or lett the company 
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vol.untarily~ and sought employment elsewhere would con-
stitute a loss of Skilled worker.s to the company if they 
d.id not return. Tbe ObJective ot management, therefore, 
was to separate employees in such a way so as to maintain 
t h goOd-will of' both employees and the general publ.:tc. 
Ma.nagement W$.8 def'1nitely eonc.emed with the problem of 
how l'DarlY employ-ees would return to work when requested. 
The program of separation waa directed toward ensuring the 
retu:r:on of employees when 1 t became possible, and if they 
did not 7?etum. to at least develop e.nc:t maintain their 
good-wUl • 
. B. PROBLEMS 'PACED BY MANAGEMEN'l.' AS A RESULT OF THE PRODUCTION 
CURTAILMSN'r. 
Lowering Coats and Curtailing froduetion 
It should be reetnphaSiG!:ed at this point that any dec1s1on 
by management concerning a production curtailment would 
necessarily arteet employees. However, ma.nagement was 
forced to establish aeveral specific objectives which it 
desired to achieve. 
The t1rat maJor o.ons1derat1on was to lower coats. If 
the company was to .remain in business it must cut its cost 
of operations, temporarily at leaat, to p:rov1de tor the 
tuture when expecte(l stability returned to the industry. 
Secondly production would have to be curtailed a 
minimum of' thirty percent. This would continue to provide 
employment for many persons but woul4 not cause inventories 
to incr-ease at an i.ncreasing rate. . Managements desire was 
to eventually cut production to f!tty percent if conditions 
did not 1lnprove <t This would contribute· to decreasing cost 
or operation which was so important. 
When production was finally curtailed~ to be errective 
it would require a layotr. · Should this be true 1 t would 
mean that the tirst maJor layoff at Merr1mack since the 
1930s would result. T.h1e was a blow to the pride or 
Merrilnack, and other m.1lla1 which had struggled desparately 
to maintain high sales and subsequent high production. 
'l'h.ere was a general air ot anticipation surrounding the 
event~ to the ettect that much gOOd would result from a 
candid tacing~up to the problem. 
Effect Upon Merrinlack•s lfuture In the Textile Industry 
It was not possible to minimize the ef'fect upon the 
company • s future in the textile industry as a result of the 
production problem. The major factor~ previously discussed, 
involved a possible loss to the company ot skilled em-
ployees who may not return to work when oondi tiona improved" 
The net itfect upon retained workers~ primarily their 
morale and subsequent productivity., may adversely affect 
the company • s filture in the industey. Community reaction to 
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the production curtailment may well be combined with the 
reaction of retained or separated employees. 'For example~, if 
company employees exhibit observ~ble. disfavor toward 
managemen~s decision, o~ 1f the community is ill-informed, 
the oompany•s public relations may deterio~te, Should 
the latter result the company may find itself seriously 
handicapped in request1ns separated employees to return 
·1hen conditions 1mproVed,. or in the hiring or other employees. 
The final factors to be presented involve communication 
or the pertinent tact.s concerning the production curtailment 
and the necessity or achieving agreement by workers that 
they will respond to the responsibility or tolerating the 
problem and helping to minimize it. 
These factors would require publicity to reach the 
ertecti ve publics who should know the complete story 
surrounding the problem.. With respeot to the community., it 
the truth was known it would aid in overcoming fears 
that the plant is going to close. Positive assumptions 
could be made rrom the previous unstable conditions 
associated \'lith the industry. 
PART III 
DEPIN~ION 0'8 PUBLICS INVOLVED • AND METHODS 
USED BY DIRECTOR W lNDUSTlttAL RELATIONS 
TO EPPECT A SOLUTION 
A. TOP MANAGEMENT DISCUSSES THE PBOBL!M AND SUBMITS A 
SOLU'liON. 
When an attempt is made to p;-esent the many pub~ics 
with which a company mu~t interact it is of value to briefly 
define the term publics, Publics are individualaJ or groups 
ot ind1 viduals, who are in some way associated with a 
particular company. These publics are capable of bringing 
pressure upon management. Since they are closely associated 
1n some manner with a company they ~at be given per-
sonalized attention. 
Publics are generally class1t'1ed as internal and ex-
ternal. The internal publics at Merrimaok are the owners, 
production employees~ non-production employeeaJ and the 
unl.on . External publics are the conununity, the trade, 
competitors, the press, state and local governments, and 
insurance and welta.re groups. The nature ot operations 
ot other industrial or business. organi~tions determines 
the extent o£ public relations practice. Therefore 1 many 
larger f~~ perhaps will have many more publics than 
thOt;Jt~ or Merrimaclc" 
The remainder or th1f3 thesi_s will deal primarily w1 th 
an evaluation or the public relations program at Merrtmack 
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a.s 1t pertains to layoffs. The division of industrial 
relations was delegated responsibility tor the practice of 
public relations. Therefore, all. future reference to 
public relations at Merrimack will be included in the tenn 
industrial relat.t.ons which Will be used for P\.lrposes of 
brevity and clarity of presentation. 
A. TOP MANAGEMENT DISCUSSES THE PROBLEM AND SU.BMITS A SOLUTION. 
Meeting of President and Div1~1on Heade 
As the d1f'f1eult1es of' Merrimack continued to increase 
management was toroed to make the necessary a(i.Justmente. 
Since the problem 1nvol~ed increasing inventories a manage-
ment d1acus$1on took place to determine the most feasible 
way to cut production. The director of industrial relations;~ 
representing internal and external publica, played an im-
portant role in deter.mining how the production curtailment 
"'lQUld come about. 
The in!tial discussion group was composed or the 
president ot the company, general plant superintendent, 
director of industrial relations., and the production planner. 
The pr esident represented the ownere as well as the total 
interest of the company. 
The general super1ntenClent represented. all production 
and maintenance tunct.1ons. Hi$ prunaey concero was with 
the effect a production cutback would have on the human and 
physical. resources or the plant, 
'l'he director or industrial relatione spoke tor company 
personnel and all other publics. It was within hie purview 
to represent all publics not re,presented. by others in 
attendance. It 1s aubm1 tted that the director recognized 
the inevitability of a production curta.ilment . and the 
commensurate public. relations proble.DiB which would result. 
Because of the recognized importance ot the publ1os in-
volved it was at his insistence that his department participate 
in the expec11t1on or tbe problem.. 
The tunction ot torecaeting and planning the production 
of textiles was represented by the production planner* He 
a.ubm1 tted figures on the prea.ent production rate~ and rate 
at which inventories would increase. He also advanced in-
to.rmation about the production rate if the· work force was 
made smaller. It was his responsibility to predict how 
long the production curtailment would last. The reader can 
perhaps grasp the imPortance ot the discussion with all 
the pertinent division leaders in attendance. The decision 
ot this group .. it was understood.t 'WOUld indirectly atf'eot 
m.any principals and publios within and. without the oompany. 
W:tth the tour :tnc:livid.ualJ~ part:1c1pating.. g1v:1ng con-
sideration to the many factors, this group tentatively 
agreed that a production curtailment was a nec(:u~si ty ~ at 
least tor an indef1n1 te duJ."ation., if the compaey was to 
remain in business. .. 
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The nature o£ the discussion~ quite naturally, revolved 
around the most sincere, yet expeditious; way to . feet the 
adjustment . 'Three maJor poe.sibil1t1es of solving the 
probl were as ~ollows; 
., 
1. Place the entire production division on a .four 
day, thirty two hour week. 
2. Eliminate the third Shift completely, leaving f 
the first and second shift on a five day, forty-
hour week •. 
3. Work one" or a few weeks., and then shut dotm 
the plant tor a week. '!his would keep all 
present personn.tl with the company who would 
wo~k forty houra during each work week. This 
latter plan would ~in in effect until con-
ditions tmproved. As may be expected many 
questions and considerations to each plan were 
advanceg by the director or industrial relatione .• 
These personnel and public relatione considerations 
follow immediately. 
There was little dOUbt that should any or the three 
suggested solutions be adopted management would be raced 
with ~ new public relations problems . ·The industrial 
relations directo~ advised that if the third ehi.ft was 
eliminated end people become unemployed, many fine, ex-
perienced, and valuable workers would seek e.mployment e·lsewhere, 
and perhaps be lost to tne company. S1m.1larly, it the four 
day week was dec1ded upon lllal'lY more highly skilled and long-
term employees would leave the comp~ tor mo.re stable 
employment in other neai'by 1ndut;Jtr1es. 
T.he problem ot one week off following two or more 
weeks ot work involved a .serious problem ot un~loyment 
compensation which would be charged to the company f'or 
eaeh separated peraon. ·This would; in eftect, be a form 
or socialism where the government paid. a week 1s wages to 
~mployees who did no work. 
Many external public relations factors had t ·o be con-
•We~, pr~1ly becaute they qoulcl seriously atfect the 
o~•a community relations. Community publics were 
not aware of the problems facing Merrimack Manufacturing 
Company. It they were le.ft without 1nfonnation explaining 
the company's problem Md its tentative plans; these 
publics may assume that Merrirnl\ek will go the way of many 
other textile m1lls, South or out o~ business. It was in-
cUmbent upon management to info~ the publ1¢s and thereby 
overeane speculation and apprehension. 
There is ev.tde.nc& that iJJU>roper or inadequate corn ... 
mun1cat1on with its many publics has been a strong 
contributing taotor to the ill-will. engendered by textile 
mills. The people desired information about the problems 
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and the future plans of many tn1lls. Although some intor ... 
mat~on was transmitted a good part of it failed to reach 
the necessary publics. The nettectives" j as many community 
leaders a~ often called, were not isolated and used as 
target groups. 
llad they bee.n convinced about the s1naer1 ty of textUes 
they probably would have influenced others. Since they were 
not selected as target groups they offered little help to 
the management of textile mills. 
Personnel and Public Re·lations considerations 
The industrial relatione director explained to the other 
representatives at the meeting that superviso~ perso~~el 
would require particular eonside.ration when they discussed 
possible ways to expedite the PJ"Oblem. It the third shi.ft 
was el1m1nated. several e:~ttremely valuable supervisors would 
e1 ther be tttan.aferred or separated.. The poss1b111 ty would 
arise. that these supervisors may be adversely alienated and 
would perhaps lea-ve the employ of the company. 
Secondly;. if' the entire plant l'las placed on a. four day 
week., supervisors wOUld,. by previous agreement,. have to be 
paid £or .five days while they worked only tour days .. 
Eoonom.ioall~ this waa not practical. 
The problem ot losing skilled workers who would leave 
the company for more lUol"ative emplo~nt.- if' they were 
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laid ott or plac-ed on snort time,; ·nas been covered quite 
extens1 vely in previous sections ot this thesis. It is 
submitted~ however.t that the effect or the decision 
advanced by the management .group could very well contribute 
to losing skilled workers .. 
The. director of indust:t"ial relatione, recognizing 
the tmportance or the final decision which the ~ement 
gi'OUP must tna.ke sought the .advi ce of a government authority 
on the problem of ,pl'Qduction curtailment and possible 
layoffs, This individual a.dvieed against working for two 
;'leekS with a w~ek ot£ , This wae ue-ually a last resort • 
This information eontr1buted heavily to the decision to 
el1m1nate further consideration of this plan of action. 
When the m.anagement committee finally ~ached a decision 
it is to be understoOd that only one ot three groups had 
taken action on the problem, 1i'here remained supervis-ors 
and the un1on who would be asl~ed to submit a solution to 
the problem. To et'.fectivel.y approach these two groups it 
was imperati.ve that a specific plan ot action. be executed. 
One of the tina~ objectives ot the industxoial relations 
directott wa& to .crystallize the l'Jl.8JlY opinions ot management. 
In this manner the director would possess an understanding 
ot all that management wanted, and how it felt about ex-
pediting the problem. By crystallizing managements opinions 
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be could interpret them mOre adequately to the other two 
groups. · The opinions WoUld thus be condensed., understandable 1 
and appropriately slanted for each. group. 
The final maJor obJective wa.s to induce management to 
consUlt w.ttn,. and obtain recc»nmend.a.t1ons ot.,. supervisors 
and. union autho~1t1es. Thr6uS11 a PX.'Oeess of cordially 
and sincerely e·l1C1 ting tbe t'ecommendations of the two 
latter groupe, who would be asked to &how how t ey woulo 
ha.ndl.e the problem, it wae hoped that they would agree w.i tn 
. ~ . 
managements tentative decie.ion.. At least management would 
have an opportunity to rey1ew its tentative decision in 
.11ne with the decisions. ot: the two mentioned groups. 
ihen making the p~ce ·ding request· ot management it 
was felt that a more amicable aolution to tbe problem would 
result. 'The personal consideration given supervisors and 
the union was extremely important to the director of 
~dustrial relations. 
The results of management•e extensive consideration of 
the probl.em, and its many subsidiary factors~ was a 
decision to cut production by one-third. As was expected 
this group tentatively decided to either put the entire 
plant on short time~ or eliminate the third &h.if't. 
During the management meeting~ the industrial relations 
director sought an en :vt.qr to the predicted length of the 
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production curtailment. The consensus ot the management 
group was that the curtailment would be or at least several 
month6 1 duration. The director then 1~ormed management 
that "it the curtai.l.lnent woulQ. pJ"Sva11 tor a few weeks~ 1 t 
would be easier to recommend going on a rour cia¥ work week 
and maintaining the present three shifts 1 retaining all 
present personnel who would share the available work ... 
He was 1mpe.lled to state further, however, that nthe in-
definiteness or a curtailed work week might result in the 
loss of key employee.s who could obtain employment elsewhere 
on a ti.ve-day basis" • He turther informed management ot his 
doubt that the union would favor a curtailed work week 
which would be unta1r to its senior members. His recom-
mendation to management,. all factors considered, was not 
to invoke the tour day work week plan. This recommendation 
was macle in the best interest of all partie.s concerned with 
the problem. 
The outcome of the management meeting was to delegate 
responsibility to the director or industrial relations to 
represent the manag~ent when meeting with supervisory 
personnel and union officials to solicit their decision. 
Basis tor such a decision was the previous practice or 
performing personnel and industrial relations with both 
supervisors and the un1on. 'l'hie division was accepted as 
the spokesman tor management. It was felt that this practice 
should continue on all action relevant to the present problem. 
A theme for the forthcoming action was obtained trom the 
principle that people will accept decieions co-operatively 
and with good. will in those decisions on which they par• 
ticipate. 
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B. SUPERVXSING PERSONNEL ARE fRESEN'l'ED THE PROBLEM AND THEIR 
SOLUTION SOLIOITBn 
Necessity or Personal Conaidel'&tions 
Superv1aors were classified as a maJor internal public 
primarily because they represent and. interpret the manage ... 
ment to employees. Since they can influence others~ primarily 
subordinate employees~ their value to management cannot be 
underestimated. The reader can perhaps grasp the importance 
of this group to management by v1sualirt1ng the consequences 1 
should supervisors influence employees to act contrary 
to management. 
It being within his purview to communicate with 
supervisors, the director of industrial relations proceeded 
to organize an informal meeting with all the supervisors 
in attendance. The purpose ot this rneet1ng wa to explain 
the entire situation and submit reasons why this decision 
to curtail production was necessary. In an ef'tort to 
attract their support 1 the Mrector explaJ.ned the reluctance 
· ot management to make such a decision. He emphasized and 
turther explained the inevitability and intelli gence ot 
the deo1a1on, adding further that . i t probably would have 
been smarter to make this · dec~sion muoh earlier. It could 
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no longer be a.voided. :tn an effort to emphasize the im-
portance ot the problem, the director, Mr. Frank Maria, 
proposed that it would be healthier to cut production by 
fifty peX'¢ent at this time, .rather than the decided thirty 
percent. The ob jeot.i ve ot keeping as many people ,.,orking 
as possible was thoroughly .explained. 
~ ~ Maria taottully and impartially suggested the many 
advantages which would be gainea by management and employees# 
despite the curtailment.. These advantages have been 
previously explained in this thesis. It is or value to 
restate that the one outstanding advantage would be the 
continuation in business by the company. This would not 
be possible unless ptoduct1on could be curtailed. 
During the meeting with supervieors-t they were made 
aware or managemen~s tentative decision to eliminate the 
third shift. Mr. Maria intomed the supervisors of the in-
definiteness ot the curtailment and. ot the hope ot manage-
ment that conditions woulc;l improve in a few months. If' 
not in a few months, then possibly by the spring or 1954 .. 
The director clearly# yet impartially and with .fairness; 
) informed supervisors that managements tentative decision 
was in the beet interest of .all parties. Supervisors. were 
asked to suggest their methods, or achieving the production 
curtailment. This action imm~diately placed responsibility 
with the supervisors who probably would abide by the decision 
they made .. 
• Maria emphasized to supervisor that 1t made n 
dif.fe nee to J a ement ho th · problem was to be re-
solved. Its Objective, they were informed, was to pe 11t 
supervisory personnel and the union to submit its own 
elution. Supex>v ... eors were instructed., however, that other 
employees~ the union, and the commun1ty1 in addition to 
themselves, muat be satisfied with their decision. 
After considerable disouaaion b¥ all present at the 
meeting, the d1r ctor, after presenting both sides of th 
issue, took a roll-call vote of' each supervisor present. 
Each person was asked to suggest his way of deciding t at 
can be done. It was again stressed that it made no difference 
to the company which decision they chose, so long es it was 
their honest decision. The result of the vote by super-
visors was an overwhelming desire to eliminate the third 
shift. Management had thereby won it first important 
victory in the truggle to affect a solution to the proble • 
A primary factor co tributing to the quality or getti 
others to agree with you evolves from the genuine human 
consi erations 1 ven each affiliate person. The factor of 
adequate and sincere communication is a prerequisite to 
the achieving or eooo public relations .. 
C. INDEPBNDEN'l' CC»>PANY UNION IS PRESEN'l'.ED Tfl! PROBLEM AND 
ITS RECOMMEND TI'ONS SOLICITED. 
Necessity of Continued Pereo l Considerations 
The union as given special eOn$iderat1on because it 
was t he voice of the employees~ rep~esenting all production 
1-rorke:rs in the company. Union leaders, who kno r1 t heir 
workers~ can exert considerabl e influence over union 
member·s . Union leaders are elected to their jobs. There-
fore, it :ts reasonable to assume that they can at least 
in part influence .these same persons who would be con-
siderably salient tO\'lard intluenc1.ng actions of leaders • 
.._---- . . . 1 
The union membership is composed or all p~uction 
employeesj by far th la.rge~t group in the company. It 
is submitted that as a result of t his latter situation, ex-
pressed approval by the union membership transcends a proval 
of any other intra-plant group. A considerable area could 
be devoted to t his aspect of organization, particularly to 
justifY the importance or this gl'Oup. It will sutr1ce to 
relate in this thesis that 1 pertaining. to the :problem,~ 
production employees are undeniably a major group. 
Union member&; again because of their large number, 
exert considerable intluence upon the OOil'lDluni ty. Union 
members, particularly those ot ethnic background, may be 
affiliated with fraternal or nationalistic organizations. 
others may be membe;rs of country and sporting clubs, c vic 
or veterans groups1 or any one ot a number of organizations . 
It is very probable that Merrimack employe.es can communicat 
their views to other associates to such an extent that 
they may be influenced. Management thereupon finds itself 
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t1e su Ject of much discussion and conce , fa or bly o 
unfa o;r bly, l'Ihich then must be dealt with , It is ror this 
···;;? • 
reason that the heterogenlet¥ or pro uction workers be 
recognized, and adeqUate media of communication be 
utilized to solicit the.ir recognit1on, and to elicit 
favorable viel'lS. 
Meeting With The Union 
The director of indust:r•ial relations held a preliminary 
meeting with the union executive board. This \'Ia a d.uly 
authorized and r co ·nized representative grou of the union. 
The entire inventory,. low ·. ales., economic and production 
ii;cJation was explained to the board, and wf1_y t he decision 
to curtail production was necessary. Thin presentation 
lias very similar to that given supew.1sory personnel. 
At the meeting with the union executive board, the 
director also presented the suggested advantages 1hic 
would be gained by all conce1~ed despite the serious probleme 
However., in addition to the .advantages~ the union tr . s given 
information and assurances that .all employees would be 
treated fairly, according to the terms of the contract. 
This. action '\'las de med necessary :l.n view of the large 
number of people involved and the apprehension which 
U$Ually results. 
Similar t o the presentation made to supervisory 
personnel, the union lias infonned of the temporary nature 
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of t e pro uction curtailment, i ndefinit eness of its l en...gth, 
a..nd the anticip ted eriod 't·lhe ... cond.it .. ons wo ld :tm rove. 
~ all occasion when a person is t o be separated from the 
co · anyJ seniorit"' ith the com any l'lOUld prevail. The 
roblem or job seniority oul d be acted upon ~'Then an em-
loye was iv"'n a job transfer , The union t'las assured 
that open jobs within t he compa woul be given employees 
t'li t h seniority, rather than lay them ot:t. All persons 
separated from the company would be eligible to draw un-
employment compensati on, if they came within t he law. 
The union was assured that separated employees would be 
called back to work as soon as their services \'Tere again 
requii'ed. 
A determined effort would be made by the ndustrial 
rel tions divisions to find emplo~nent in other community 
industries :ror separate employee.s. This would provide 
many peo le with a greater income than would be all~1ed 
by th Division of Employment Security. If jobs could be 
found, persons placed in those jobs would be easily ac -
cessibl e to rvterrimack to be ca'lled back when 1eede • 
During the union meeting, the industri al relations 
\ 
director i nformed this group t hat it as nmn· ements desi re 
that t e reduction problem be aubmi tted t o union members 
:ror their consideration. They too were informed t hat it 
l t t d Ot to rna. ement W 10.t dccisio tlO.S r C C ~ 
- ~ au a sol uti . was agreed upon . The union 'las told 
that the objective o£ mana ement., 1.1hich r ·• ri repre-
se· ted ., was t o per.mit the union to sub~t its o~1n solution 
to t he proble • At no time di d .e exhibit :refer nee 
for any one issue~ nor did he attempt to influence them 
to h- s \'lay of t hinking, or \'lit ntar..agement1s tentativ 
decision, The l.mion was finally .reminded that it final 
decision should be agreeable to the membership, and that 
other public s within and without the company must be 
satisfied with their decision, Following considerabl.e 
discussion and study of the problem, and the many factors 
involved, the union overwhelmingly ag:x-eed to e.liminate 
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the third shift. This decision concurred with those reached 
by ma.nagement and supervisors. 
During later union discussions, some of "L"Thich ere held 
wit.h seistance from the plant .superintendent and pro ... 
duction planne~, t he problems of seni O:t>1ty tr.ansrers from 
the t hird shift to the second shift were cl rifie • ~~e­
ment had tentatively a reed as t o how the above problem 
probabl y should be handled. However., Mr. Maria f'ollol ed the 
practice. or seeking the opinions of others before he made 
his views known. Therefore~ when the union discussed the 
problem they offered a solution which quite coincidentally 
agreed with the decision of management . 
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D. OTHER PUBLICS !NVi VED 
A situation involving employee .la.yo.ffs quit obviously 
1s not limited. to 1ntra-ec>:mpany publics. Br ief reference 
was made to other external publics in previous a reas of this 
thesJ.s. The following area will be devoted to the pres· 
entation of other publics 1nvolved 11 and the significant 
relationship of these publics to the company and the robl 
The Government 
The operation of a business today, particularl one 
i nvolving many employee~~ requires considerable interaction 
with several government agencies. Practicing ood public 
rel[;l,tion>;) with government agencies can be of oon idex>able 
benefit to any organization. Recognizing t he fact that 
individuals working for the agencies of government on 1 
levels are entitled to courtesy, understa.nd.1ng., and .res ct 
r~r the job they are doing is the initial ste to the 
building of good relati ons. 
The major government publ:..cs \11th ·th:l.ch Merr c' is 
associated are the city government of Lo~ell~ auenc_es of 
the Commonwealth or Ma.ssachusett;s .t and agencies- of t e 
Federal government. Although the tt'IO latter areas ot: gave- -
ment have more important rete renee to the probJ:em of layoff" a, 
it is of value to briefly state the poa1t1on of the local 
city government. 
Merrimack Manufacturing Company i s Lo11el ' s la~ ·est 
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industry~~ It occupies a position of industrial leadership 
in the community. . As a l"eSUl t 1 t Qf'ten is called upon to 
set the pace 1n community pa.rt1o1pa.t1on. A r!Ubs1d1ary 
objective or most compaey's community particip tion is to 
influence the government with its community pride and 
helpfulnefls. More important, however, is the fact that 
the local government derives assessment taxes :from the co -
pa.nyils physical plant. The .spirit \~1.th Which these taxes 
are paid greatly contributes to the good ... \'1111 developed 
among municipal .agencie.a, 
Understan.ding of, and conforming with» the ordinances 
of the eommuni.ty ie another methOd ot building good will .• 
Jtlver and stream pollut1on.t industrial noises ~ unfavorable 
odors, respect for motor vehicle .laws, and generally being 
a. good corporate citizen are factors which must be given 
consideration, if an organization is to command the respect 
and attention ot: the municipal government.. In th final 
analysis., a company and the government of the community in 
which it resides., are considerably dependent upon each other. 
Strained relations between the two probably will not reault 
unless a belligerent attitude~ or a sense of superiority 
is exhibited by either party. 
The most a.1gn;lf~ca.nt government agency with which 
Merrimack was associ · ted during the forthcoming layoff was 
the Division or Employment Security., a state agencye 
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Every per$On who was to be 1¢d ott would become a problem 
for thia agency until they tound other emp.loyment or were 
~oall~d tor emplo~ttnent at Merrimack. ln Massachusetts.; 
any unernpl~yment compensation collected by a separated 
employee is charged to credits maintained for each e ployer. 
It is beneficial tor a company, therefore~ to make every 
effort to minimize layoffs. 
Considerable interaction between the contpany and the 
Employment Security Division is a virtual necessity. 
correspondence and personal contact must be maintained~ 
particul~ly when many employees are to separate. When 
Merrimack was planning the separation ot several hundred 
employees, the director of _industrial ;relations reoogni~ed 
- l l the burden to be imposed upon emp oyees or the governments 
employment d1 vie ion" Several hUl;l.~ persons converging 
upon the district office would not be a comfortable 
situation. The director or industrial relations met with 
an offic~al of the government a.geney .and arranged a plan 
whereby seps,ratecl employees would be speedily, yet 
systematiQally procea$ed by the agency. The government 
worl<:er$ may well appreciate the eonG1dera.t1ons given them 
and perhaps relat:tona betwee.n the compB.n¥ anc;I government 
would be very pleasant. 'Further reference to the inter-
action between company and the X>1v1s1on or Employment 
Security will be made 1n subsequent areae in this thesis. 
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Company employees who had reaahed the retirement age, 
ere eligible to receive old age aes1~tance from the 
Federal government. some individual a in this category were 
(, 
' ,k 
.among those to be la)fed orr. Others were to remain w1 t h 
the company due to their seni ori ty. · The average employee.s 
~\fer to be processed for old-age assistance as well as un-
( · 'I 
employment compensation ·rheneve:tt perrniss;ble. Those over 
' 
the age of siXty-five and not being 1~ orr were to be 
asked 11' they desired retirement,. thereby pennitting younger 
workers who were to be 5eparated~ to remain with the 
company. Any individual over sixty-five who was to be re-
tired would be processed by a 'Federal asency. Again this 
involved interaction with the industrial relation$ division 
ot Merrimack. 'Plans weve made with the old-age assistance 
bureau 1n Masaachusetta to x-ece1ve those who would file for 
benefits . Here then was another example ot the pt,.tblic 
relations cons1dera1i1on given to a government agency. 
·The management of Merrimack Manufa.oturing Company 
purchased medical, accident and life insurance for its 
employees. Recorda or all employees were maintained by 
both the insuring agency and the company. When employees 
. 
were la;ed otfJ the eompaey ifOUld no longer be responsible 
for maintaining the p011.c1es beyond a certa1n l1n11 t. So 
employees would not make unorganized contact 111 th insurors ~ 
the cotnpany~ through industrial relations~ obtained all 
relevant 1n.fonnation trom Blue Cross and Blue Shiel<l organ ... 
izations" and the Travelers Insuranoe Company1 to be given 
employees during the exit interview.. All data. pertinent 
to the pol!cies was to be given employees, thereby relieving 
the insurors or considerable activity and expense. llurther 
arrangements were made with insurors to receive inquiries 
from separated. employees who desired to continue their 
policies beyond the obligations of the company. 
Lowell is predomina:ntly an industrial comnun1ty. As 
is often the practice, considerable interaction between 
personnel or local Plants ·takes place. .In Lowell the:re was 
an industrial management group compe>sed of industrial and 
personnel relations practitioners. This group met monthly 
to discuss problems germane to the industries or Greater 
Lowell.. Merrimack was an. active participant with three 
member.a of the industrial relatione office as activ 
attendants, the director; employment tnana.ger, and assistant 
personnel manager. Through this med1Utn Me.rrimaek presented 
itself ·to other local industria$ who in turn judged its 
programs and policies. S1m1larly any concerled and unified 
action among 1ndustr1e$ to whioh Merrimack was a part was 
a way of intex-preting management to other industries, By 
building good relations with other eonnnunity industries 
Merr:l.mack was later able to realize. a valuable .benefit by 
I 
plao.1ng many employees who were lapd off in jobs with 
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other oompa.n1ea. Although companies located in an industrial 
community or region do not anticipate having to call on 
other companie$ for fUture help the~ can prepare for 
ventualities by merely practici adequate public relations 
which is intended to develop good w1ll1 and respect for th 
right of other plants to be a part of the industrial community. 
Many theses have been written on the subject or 
community relations which is an extremely important area 
or public relations.. The community is dependent upon th 
~om.pany tor economic sustenance, but the company is also 
dependent upon the community fo:t' life. This principle, 
simply expressed1 is intended to exemplify t e fact that 
neither group is autonomous. One is necessarily dependent 
upon the other. 
The community relations aspect of the textile industry 
has been cov:ered rather extensively 1n preceding areas or 
this thesis. W1 th respect to Merrimack# the impending 
layoffs, resulting from unstable economic~ conditions, 
had to be explained to the apprehensive community~ In 
addition to the eoncem raised among employees 1 the1r 
families, relatives and £riends may become equally concerned. 
Business in the area, with an eye to future bus:tness 
conditions, would :t"equire explanation. Thus til1th many 
individuals in the community who could be a.rf'ected by the 
problems of f.1err1maclc it becomes an obJ,.igation of the cOlnpany 
t infor-m the publics, ~ather than to have the · communic te 
w1 th the. company at their o m discretion. Fa.ilur to 
co. nicato l'Tith publ cs who are a.nticip ti rec ivi 
1nformat1o. l eaves t hem t o the merey of ill-advised 
in ividuals who communicate ambiguous .and exaggerat ed 
infot-mation. 
Tra.cle groups ~:ere not seriously affected by the pro-
duction or Merr1nlack .frtanutactur1ng Company~ Suppliers o£ 
ratrr materials were only nominally at.feeted, particularly 
since the company co ld stoc 1le. raw cotton for use ur1ng 
rush seasons. 
The Preas 
Quite unusually extene1ve press coverage of the layoff ( c ,... ~ ;' 1 
ta.s not conducted. No d1re.ot news releases were issued to 
the press which pertained t.o the layoff'~ neither before 
nor after the layo.ft . Newspapers were encouraged to print 
excerpts trom speeches and personal statements made by the 
director or induetxaial relations., or other .qualj_f1ed in-
di v1duals who represented management. 
When an organization is faced with a major probl m which 
may have tar reaching consequences the impulse to f'ollow 
t he l i ne of' lea.s.t resistance is usually fUlfilled by iseuing 
otatements directly to the press. At Merrimack responsibility 
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for th fun.otion o news dissemination was delegate . to t e 
indus"crial relatio . e director. It was his decision to 
' . !t .' .. 
abstain from issuing d rect news releases. :' '!' e reasons 
advanced t'or t is dec .. sion are quite inter stin • 
When comm nic ting with the masses, which .in this case 
wez:e heterogenous 1 through the m d:l.um or t ne s aper ~ 
n.fonna.tion ma;y· bee om if'fu ed and re ul t in co . 'u and 
erron o s interpret tion of t 
~ . f. ria did not ish to contribute to ·the developm t 
of fe r among th masses ho could very ll beco e er1ou ly 
aroused by the layoff.. 'I'he entire proble require adequate 
explanation, particularly sinc·e t he layoff' was not ccepted 
as being serious. Th objective of management \'las to 
minimize the .layoff, not to heighten 1 t ~· \1'11 th the least 
-· pact upon the publ1.cs probably being the ost su t ble 
objective. 
It ~1as Mr. Maria's opinion that the major pro lem con-
cerni ng management would involve the ne\';spaper readers who 
perhaps would interpret the news by reading only tl t portion 
of any story ~hich they ante . t read . d over•look the 
remainder. This would certainly result in the develo ment 
of biaae<.i interpretations,. p ticulal"ly ir ce ny in-
ividu ls in the Lowell al" a were . recon · iti ed to the plight 
of New England textile milla . In brief t as decided not to 
isaue direct news rel ase pel"ta1ning to the layoff for re r 
they auld be miainter reted and result in confusio. ~ mis ... 
u..11de standing, a d perhaps ill-will toward the colj any~ 
The area devoted to co unication \'lhich s 1 , ediately 
subsequent to this ~111 provide infor.mat1o as to how 
ne spa er publ1c1ty wa accomplished. 
E. OTHER MEDIA OF caiJMUNICATION DIRECTF.D T ALL PUBLICS 
UTILIZED 'l'O OVERCOM& THE PROBLBM. 
NEWSFAPBR PUBLICITY 1 PERSONAL CONTACT~ PUBLICATIONS 1 
AND BT.JLLE'l'nt BOA!IDS 
The .. e r~spa ers 
Publicity giv.en the production curtailment as primarily 
in the. nature o£ public speaklng and per•sona.l visits which 
~1ere made after the layoff. The former served as a spring-
board for much valuable explanation of the preble • News-
papers were encouraged to print excerpts f'rom speeches 
delivered thrOughout the New England region. Mr. Maria 
did considerable public speaking and lecturi , and byoam 
recognized throughout New England as a leadi a thority on 
textiles. In his speeches he consistently em has zed that 
Ne England te~t1les were experiencing a erio of re-
adjustment_, and not a depression. He ful'"ther explained 
that long anticipated normal competition was aettu in. and 
textiles would have to become more efficient to cut coats. 
w. Maria called for a positive attitude toward surv_va.J. and 
faith in the future or texti.lea by all publics concerned. 
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As a .result C>f Mr. Maria • s lllarcy" speeches and lectures 
the publica ot Merr:lm.aek wex-e indirectly provided with in.-
fo ?mat ion about the J,.ayor·r a.t the Lowell plant,. Mr. l-1ar1a.1 
though speaking for textiles in general 1 was representing 
the Merrimack Corporation. He was well known throughout 
the Lowell area a~ director ot industrial relations at 
Merrimack. 'l'herei'oreJ when t}le press and wire services 
carried stories about hie speeches, newspapers serving the 
Lo rell area 1nvar1a.bJ.y printed hie. remarks. on 
'February l7 J l954,. Mr. Maria. delivered an address before 
the Boston Rotary Club on the subject or New Sngland textiles. 
'.t'he content ot his speech waa so ·widely ac.cepted that i.t 
was carried by almost every major newspaper 1n the New 
ltngland region,. 1nelud1ng those serving Lowell which gave 
generous cov&rage to the talk. Through an articUlate and 
indirect ma.nne~ the publics of Merrimack were given 1n-
fonnat1on pertaining to the oompa.ny•s px-oblem. It did not come 
directly t'J:tOm management and was not recognized aa 
coming directly from management. 
Needless to sw the methods pursued in the preceding 
discussion could be utiliz.ad only in isolated cases.. Only 
an individual who has ~tide recognition could expect success 
from such practices, The obscure or l:Lmited pract1t:toners, 
ot which there are. mat'lY~ must continue to seek the best 
possible methOd ot convincing the public through direct 
releases to the press. 
Personal Contact And Open Meetings 
The value of utilizing the medium or peraonal contact 
to shed light on the problem cannot be m1n1mized . Par-
ticUlarly in the Lowell area, and within the m111, this 
medium was most e1gn1ticant,. 'Rhrough personal contact 
w1 th union leaders and supervisory personnel essential 
and relevant facts wer.e p4,esented in an :Lnfonnal,. yet well 
directed, manner. Interaction among participants was 
pennissable Which led to greater understanding and acceptance. 
Through the medium of the personnel managers meeting 
and visits to local_. civic., ethnio1 t'ratemal. and rel1g1oua 
groupe the informal atmosphere provi<ied adequate conditions 
to inform a. large number of people, who also 'lere _provided 
the opportunity to have their questions answered~. a practice 
which 1s virtuall~ impossible thrOugh the nettspapers. A 
signif'1ea.nt advantage. to the public relationa practitioner 
evolves trom communicating with. groups which are reasonably 
homogeneous. Bach of the groups. ment1one4 above are un1 ted 
in some ootmnon purpose. ·'l'he compos1 t1on of each group may 
well be of such a similar nature that .a epec1tica.lly 
directed program to all participants Will reaul t in a. greater 
. degree of' ace.eptanoe 4 1'hi& was certainly true or Merrimack • s 
program or public information. 
Publications and Bulletin Boards 
The use of publications other than the net1:spaper to 
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info~ the publics was not practiced extensively. Articles 
submit ted tor publica tion in trade journals usually emanated 
t ro.m t he sales and industrial relations offices at Merri.ma.ck. 
Since most ot the industry was experiencing difficulty 
simi lar to that at Me~imack no concerted effort was made 
t o explain the company • ,s production problem. 
Bulletin boards were utilized to inform plant personnel 
of every action which wae germane to the production and 
layoff problem. Board$ were nonnally used tor notices to 
employees and to promote plant safety. All posted material 
was supervised, and approved tor posting~ by the director 
of i ndustrial ~lations. 
Merrima.ck did not publish a house organ .for employees. 
The bulletin board, therefore, became the major medium of 
communication, and was i n \tider use than the pay check 
insert. Though used widely t o diase~nate infor-mation about 
the impending layoff and the pro.cedure to be followed.r 
bulletin boards were later Judged to be as high as eighty 
pex-cent ef'tecti ve tor 1nfol;lll1ng employeee. Success of the 
bulletin boards was.. attributed to consistent maintenance or 
posted material, promptness, and understanding o£ the content . 
Radio and Televis1on 
'l'he media of radio and television.. though not specifically 
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directed to the layoff problem, were in great part responsible 
for the building ot considerable good-will for Merrimack, 
On numerous o·ccasions and on a laJ?ge. variety or programs 
Mr. Maria was a guest speaker. His topic of ·discussion was 
textiles and their future in New England. 
By honestly and tactfully intonning the radio and 
television audiences about the problems surrounding New 
England textiles· Mr. Mariaj indirectly re.presenting his 
company, was able to Place Merrimack 1n a favorable per-
spective. Through his cti ns the comPany became recognized 
as a progressive, sound thinking>. and sincere organization 
which intended to at least put up a fight to remain in 
New England. Again it must be stated that Merrimack was 
indeed fortunate to be constantly mentioned and associated 
with the efforts ot its director ot industrial relations. 
It is reasonable to assume that, Without the intelligence 
and popularity of this individualj the company would not 
have achieved the large measure ot public relations success 
tith which it has been credited. The writer., while con-
ducting research tor this t hesis, was an invited guest or 
Mr. Maria at several speaking engagements, and has had the 
opportunity or hearing radio broadcasts 1n Which he par-
ticipated. '.l'he public acceptance or this individual, 
particularly in New England,. remains a a.ource or amazement 
to the writer. 
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Personal Letters and Visits 
c·onaiderable effort was expended to properly comnrunicate 
with the many external agencies which were affiliated with 
Merrimack. Personal letters were sent to employees, 
medical and .surgical insurance organizations, government 
agencies, comnn.uU.ty leaders and wel.fare groups. On many 
occasions personal visits were made to many of these 
publics, 'l'he obJective was to provide each public tith in-
formation about managements decision. Information was 
obtained £rom each group advising the factors which would 
affect each employee who was to be separated. Their 
suggestions were also solicit .d as to how the· problem 
could be expedited with as little inconvenience as possible 
ror the respect an consideration accorded them. The 
Division of Employment Security, which answered a request 
involving filing of claims by several hundre(l separated 
employees, found that their task was made easier because 
e syst~a of operation was orked out~ 
ss. 
IV.. . PREPARA'l'lON AND PEWORMANCE OP THE LAYrJn 
A, PREfARATION BY '1'HE DlVXSION 0P INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS 
Preparation Of POr.ms 
. ' .. -· . ·. ~ ' ~ · 
.. 
While oon(l~qti~ :re~earoh torthis thesis the writer 
was sincerely gr-atified to learn that the managem nt of 
Me:rritnack Manufacturing Company, through the industrial 
;r-elations di:rector~ gave unparalleled consideration to 
all or its employees. The human element of administration 
was exemplified in its every action, particularly tth 
;respect to the layoff. The tume.n relations philosophy 
e:r..hi blted by Mr. Maria pe:rhaps can be understood from a 
personal ~tatement made to the riter, pertaining to the 
forthcoming layoff and its many consequences and 1m lications. 
) . 
11 It iS managements obligation to exhibit and to be 
sincerely concerned for the individual welfare. A layoff 
is a serious incident in the lite ot the worker. He is 
without work. A job cannot be recogni~ed merely as a 
physical necessity. To the employee it is a psycholtgioal 
and physiological necessity. 0 He turther a.tated that "it 
is the rea.pons1b11:1ty of my office to be concerned with 
each person•s p.roblem and to do all it can for them. The 
.tinal objective is to treat the individual as a human 
entity, as he would like to be treated, to minimize the 
a:rrect or the layoff and to maintain good will-." 
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With a positive definition of the obJ c·tives understood, 
and all who would assist in the layott, the industrial 
relations division began it preparation to separate ap-
proximately £1ve hundred production employees from the 
company. 
The industrial relations office· prepared several forma 
to be used during separat.ion proeedings (see appendix). 
The first form was entitled u~empo:rary Lay-Off Proceduren. 
It commenced by briefly explaining the reasons tor the 
lSlof.f, and exp~asing the company·• s appreciation for the 
employ~ea loyal service, Also included was a company 
statement expressing hopes that separated employees would 
be recalled soon. 
The initial form, which was given to employees~ clearly 
specif':ted the duration or the layoff. Other information 
included in this form explained the seniority factor and 
how it was ueed to determine who would be layed orr and 
who would be recalled. Employees were urged to inform the 
company ot other jobs tor which they were qualified, and 
whether they wished to be consi dered for job openings 
other than the job wh1ah they were performing before the 
le.yott. 
Unemployment compensation eligibility was explained 
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to employees, and the address given to where they should 
file. The form 1nQluded a schedule which employees were 
asked to .follow when filing their claims. If employees 
desired work at other plants the company offered to write 
letters . of recommendation and provide references. The es 
or any plants which were seeking work were added to the form 
tihen g1 ven to employees. Tht"! industrial relations di:rector 
felt that management \1aS obligated to assist employees in 
finding work elsewhere, even at the expense or their not 
returning to Merrimack. 
Employees were urged to give consideration to their 
medical and surgical 1nsura.n.oe ~ primarily to keep them 
ac.ti ve and where premiums could be paid. Other information 
pe:t?taining to these policies· and g~up insurance policies 
was generou$1Y included. 
The final area of the form. was devoted to the procedure 
for obtaining pay checks and turning 1n identification 
badges. Employees were encouraged to provide the personnel 
office with suggestions and criticisms regarding their 
tenure of employment with the company, for the purpose of 
continuing the policy of keeping the company a good plaoe 
in which to work. Employees we:re finally reminded to come 
to the pe~onnel office or phone any time they had any 
need for assistance from the company. 
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Another tom .. used w'hen an employee retired,~~ was made 
available should there be any individuals who desired to 
retire , either vol untaril y or by directi on., i f their s tatus 
pezmitted such action. 'l'his ronn, similar to the layoff 
form, outlined in detail t he procedure to be followed for 
achieving retirement bene£1ts. I nformation pertinent to 
m ical, surgical and group insurance policies \'ras given 
each candidate f or retirement. Provisi ons were made for 
individuals to come to the personnel office with problems 
or queet1ons l'e.lated to their retirement. Appreciation 
tor their long service was ex:p.reesed by the company, wh1¢h 
also extended a cordia.l wish tor a zte\'taroing and satisractory 
retirement . 
A third form, pre 10U ly used f or ecording data 
ned in exit interviews, was to be used when each 
employee who wae to be eeparated1 was intervie~ed , A 
detailed PJ:>eeentation of the exit intervievr will 'be made 
in a subsequent area of t his thesis .. 
Preparing The Industrial Relations Staff 
The industrial relatione statt d.evoted one week to 
extensive prepa~ation for t he layoff. Each staff member 
as i nst ructe<i on \'That was to be coveved in the interview 
and how 1 t would be accomplished. Anticipate probl ems 
li'Thich may a1"'1se were dis cussed by the staff~, wit h possible 
eol.~tions advanced which perhaps would expedite the inter-
views. Each member t~ho would be holding an interview was 
instructed to be courteous and attentive, and to make every 
effort to solicit the intonnation needed on the recording 
for.ms. Importance of the 1ntormat1on obtained was explained 
to staf'"f members. 'l'be intonnation given by employees 
would be usetul when fUture conditions permit a return 
to normal operation. 
Informing J:mployees Ot Their Separation 
The industrial relations starr compiled a list or all 
employees whose seniority •ould warrant releasing them 
from .fUrther emplo~ent. All employees on the thit'd. shift 
were processed. Those whose seniority would not pemit a 
layoff would be relocated on either the first or second 
shif't with employees with less seniority on these shifts 
being released. 
A list or individuals who would be separated was sent 
to each department accompanied by a notice explaining the 
seniority rule in the union contract. Supervisors in each 
department 1 and on each shift, were responsible for intorm1ng 
each employee ot his forthcoming layot"t. Quite often, 
superv1sor.s who are very capable in other respects, cannot 
adequately communicate with subordinates when emotions are 
involved. To overcome any problem or coiDIIlUtUcat1on, super-
visors were instructed what to tell employees in their 
II 
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departments. Each upervisor was given all the f acts and 
told what questions he could expect from employees. As a 
result of' this preconditioning, supervisore gained confi-
dence in themselves and were better equipped to face 
subordinate employees and to actually help them. 
Many questions arose which could not be answered by 
supervisors. Appeals to the director of industrial relations 
were also anticipated. To meet this px-c>blem echedule 
was established and announced., whereby, employees from 
particular departments could come to the industrial relations 
office to present their questions or grievances. 
The public relations significance or proving to em-
ployees that management is granting them ever,y possible 
consideration during a time or distress~ is exemplified 
by the practices mentioned in the preceding sections. When 
employees are cognizant that management has taken a personal 
interest in their individual cases 1 they will express their 
gratitude not only to the company management., but to many 
external publics. The external public relations ill not 
deteriorate and management will not have communicated 
directly with the external publics. ~ollowing a humanitarian 
point of' view very often is tedious. and expensive. However~ 
the rewards gained by extending human considerations to 
employees will more than compensate tor t he costs and efforts. 
B. COMPARISON OF 'l'HE EMPLOY.EE LAYOPP PROCEDURE WI'lH '!'HAT 
OF OTHER ORGANIZATIONS. 
The ·layof'f practices and procedures performed by th 
industrial relations staff at Merrimack perhaps have been 
judged as too broad or even unnecessary. The writer con-
ducted a survey of several companies which were foreign 
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to textiles, but equal in size to Merrimack, for the purpose 
or making a comparison of' the layoff practices. It was 
determined that in every company which \'laS unionized, 
layoffs were made according to seniority. None of the 
£ive plants studied utilized a program which could approach 
the thoroughness ot the program at Merrimack. Two plants 
in the study were unionized, being represented by national 
unions, but neither company held an exit interview with 
employees who were to be separated. Their program consist d 
of compiling a seniority list which was then taken by a 
member of the personnel starr, in the company or the union 
steward, into the plant and simply informing each employee 
that they were to be l~~d off', Employees were given release 
slips to obtain unemployment compensation. No effort wa 
made to place separated employees in jobs with other plants 
nor were their opinions of the plant solicited. 
A third company, which was not unionized, completely 
ignored seniority considerations, releasing employees who 
were not efficient or could not compete with more adept 
emp~oyees . 
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The two remaining mills~ both of which were unionized, 
t'ollowed the seniority rule. They did, however, 1ss'-'e 
written not ice to persons who were to be separated. Notices 
included reasons for the action, where to file tor com-
penaat1on1 du:rat1on of the layoff, and where o seek employment . 
The personal approach of management wae conspicuous by its 
absence 1n all five companies . There is reason to believe 
that apprehension and confusion was not completely overcome 
by the procedures used, and the public relations or these 
plants certainly was not sign1£1cantly improved, if 
improved at all. There is little doubt by the writer that 
the methods used. by Merrimack to expedite the problem were 
tar: superior to those of the surveyed plants. The time and 
effort of Merrimac~, compared w1 th . the other plants , was 
justified by the results. 
C. CONDUCTING 'l'HE EXIT INTERVIEW 
The industrial relations director informed the manage. 
ment of Merrimack Manutacturing Company that it intended 
' 
to hold an interview with everyone to be la:/eo.-orr either 
at their j ob or in the personnel office. The interviews 
were to be adm1n:tatered by the director of' industrial 
relati ons with assistance from the employment manager and 
assistant personnel manager. All interviews would be held 
on company time. lt \'laS the express purpose of the director 
to admi.n1ster the interview under 1nformalJ yet favorable 
conditions to .elicit honest and fearless remarks from those 
interviewed. 
Objectiv~s Of The Interview 
Six major objectives or the interview$ previously 
mentioned, were formulated . They were: 
l. It was imperative that every employee kno the 
• asons which contributed to the layoff. 
2. Intonn employees that they were being l d .. orr 
fairly according to the ter.ms of the union contract. 
3. ixpress to each employee, management ' s appreciation 
for theixo years ot loyal service. 
4. Inform employees that would be recalled to work as 
soon as cond1 tiona improved. 
5. Otter separated employees assist ance in finding 
other work. 
6. To assist employees with the filing or cla~s for 
unemployment compensation., what to do about th ir 
insurance policies 1 and how to obtain pay checks .• 
The preceding objectives were intended to exhi it to 
ell1ployees managements regrets that it must curtail pro-
duction and lay oft employees. lt further desired to do 
all it could to make the ordeal as pleasant as possible. No 
area or concern or 1 tem of information .tas w1 thheld. 
In addition to the forms mentioned earlier, t e in-
dustrial relations division prepared a card fil on every 
employee who wao to be separated. This division ~nta1ned 
a record of every employee who was working 1 or had ever 
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\'larked at the plant. Ne\'1 cards were prepared for the layoff 
I 
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occasion. They included th~name~ . present address~ and phone 
number of the former employee. Also any jobs t he nd1 vidual 
·.rould be ttilling to take in t hecompany ot her than the Job 
he was accustomed to~ if such jobs became available. This 
would involve a. tranafer of jobs but would aerve to keep 
key workers on the payroll. 
On th back of the small aards 1 interviewers noted 
the suggesti ons and criticisms of employees interviewed. 
This i nformation was solicited tactfully, informally and 
confidentially, and was intended primarily for future 
improvement of the plant. Considerable · information, \'lhich 
was extremely valuable, was obtained during the interviews. 
This .information was later disseminated and used to 
formulate new policy during subsequent periods of continued 
production instability. 
During the exit interview efforts were made to place 
employees with other plants in the community ~lhich needed 
t>torkers. Mr. Maria made inquiries to other plants to 
deter.mine their employment needs. One company in particular, 
which was both a textile and labor competitor, was ex-
periencing difficulty seeking help. It was possible t hat 
some or Merrimack 's separated employees could b given em-
ployment wi th this company. It was also possible that some 
of these employees., if' placed, would not return to Merrimack 
when needed$ They had been trained at considerable expense 
to t he company thareby resulting in a loss to management 
which would have to train new employees where conditions 
improved. 
After brief' evaluation it was decided that the ad-
vantages to the company of placing separated employees with 
other companies tar outweighed the disadvantages. It 
could result in building better community relations., im-
proving trade relations, and would min~ze t he cost of' 
unemployment compensation to the company. During the 
exit 1nterview1 qualit'ied workers were informed of available 
j obs with other companies. Many emplo;vees took advantage 
of' the opportunity to remain employed and went to work 
immediately. Many others were located in jobs in the area 
as a result of tollow-up oommun1aat1on by the industrial 
relations staff'~ 
Measuring Attitudes Of' Separated Bmployees Toward 
Effectiveness or The Exit Interview 
Inaccessibility to separated employees voided the 
possibility or conducting a soient1t1a measurement or 
att.itudes. The writer, however.; was pleased by the i ntereGt 
exhibited by Mr. Maria t'or determining attitudes of: separated 
employees toward their treatment by the company. A1 though a 
scientific measurement of attitudes would have been or 
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considerabl e value to the objective of this thesis, it is 
the opinion or the writer that the infOX'mally obtained 
attitudes of employees are ~asonably conclusive tor the 
benefit or the company, and for t he total purpose or this 
thesis • . 
A random sample o£ cards containing employee attitudes, 
obtaine as the last item in the exit i nterview, showed 
that in excess of eighty-percent spoke favorably or the 
company and 1 ts treatment of employees. An overwhelming 
majority desired to return to wo~k when called by the 
company. Some time after the writing of this thesis had 
commenced the wr1 ter was informed that several hundred 
employees had been recalled tor work at the Merrimack. 
Almost all employees had elected to return to work. Two 
prominent factors had been advanced which attested to the 
eri'ectiveness oi' the considerations given employees. 
1.. The quickness with which they returned to the 
Merrimack; and 
2. The tact that they did return in large numbers .. 
It was further expressed by Mr. Maria that, g1 ven two 
fairly equal jobs w1th which employees were previously 
familiar~ they had quite willingly elected to l'eturn to 
work. This Situation., which was a pleasant reflection upon 
management, could not have been achieved without a well-
organized and eti'ective employee and community relations 
program. 
The complete effectiveness of the manner in which 
employees were separated can be dete~ned only hen 
conditions permit recalling all separated employees. In 
p:r>ev1ous years., the co pany did not experie ce any seriou 
difficulty with labor procux>e.'11ent. It is subm tted that 
en rous considerations, and exhibition of honesty and 
fairness, extended to employees resulted in the development 
of good employee and community relations~ The company 
was generally regarded as good place in whia to work. Many 
individual.s sought e ;ployment with the comp · creating 
only isolated problema of labor Pl?Ocurement. 
Further testimony to the effectiveness of the objective 
and procedures or t he industrial relations division as 
obtai1ed from publics within the plant. Pol1o i the 
layoff management was forced to t'urther cut c ts to carry 
the company through t he crisis period. It thu bee . 
necess r,y to extend the work loads of employees. ~ 
employees, hOl'lever, ~;ere :reluctant to accept work loa 
extensions not only because it 'ould mean mo wo k, but 
b cause more employees would possibly be l~d off. 
Mr. tiaria then explained to concerned employees that the 
successful cutting of costs, enabling management to remain 
in a competitive condition, would protect their jobs and 
eventually mean the recalling of employees who had been 
la"' d off . They were furt;her reminde of the company • s 
polic and practice of taking care of employees l'lho •tere 
t o be e arated1 treating them fairly# honestly1 and 
h ly. It was also eta t ed that many employees \'tere 
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t nsferred to jobs i n other parts of' the pl ant rather than 
l y them ott, and that the company had actively tried to 
procure jobs for its f'or.mer employees in other plants in 
4 
the area. ?urthermore# workers who were la~d off' would 
be J>ecal.led as quickly as eondi t1ons would permit. 
Presentation of' these ractot's impressed a group of loom-
i'1xers1 and very definitely contributed to the accept-
ance of work load extensions~ 
In br ief# it can be stated t hat the way in which the 
serious emergency of t he layoff was expedited by the 
division or industrial relations~ served to impress mo3t 
employees with managements ~eal concern tor their welfare. 
Communication by management contributed to the final 
willingness of employees to accept work load extensions 
and efficiency project • The successful survival or 
Merrimack during this period or stress is proof of' the 
success of its industrial and public relations program. 
In conclusion, it iS. submitted that the fUnctions per-
formed during the layoff are not as significant as the 
a.tti tudes o.r management which they reflect. The layoff 
procedure is indicative or the basic attitudes of the 
company toward its publics. It is a genuine# irrevocable 
concern tor the various publics. 
V. 'PINOINGS AND CONCLUSIONS 
A. Consideration Of Associated Individuals Transcends All 
Other Considerations. 
Understanding or People 
The practic.e or public or industrial relations of.' 
necessity involves human beings. To realize success~ the 
practitioner must possess an understanding of human 
characteristics. The pract.ice of public relations will not 
be successful unless the practitioner is aware or t he 
heterogen1ety or homogen1ety of' the masses which comprise 
the publics. A knowledge or human wants can contribute 
to proper selection or the media which will be effective. 
The director or industrial relations at Merrimack., who was 
also responsible tor:- the function or public relations, 
possessed a keen understanding or the internal and external 
publics or the company. The quality of understanding personal 
oharaoter1stics of associated publics is inherent among 
many public relations practitioners. Among others who 
are less fortunate it becomes imperative tor them to 
develop this quality in order to realize success. 
A dissertation on the necessar.y quality ot possessing. 
. . 
an understanding or publics would not be complete without 
mentioning the additional quality or expressing a strong 
interest in the various publics. The practitioner who 
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practices public J;"elations on the job~ and then loses sight 
of his practice when away from the job, leaves a great 
deal to be desired. It is not to be assumed that one 
should tvanster their problema from the Job to periods 
of amusement and relaxation. Rather it is submitted that 
the conscientious practitioner should make every effort 
to maintain a high degree ot saliency for public relations. 
The public relations of Merrimack was not 11m1ted to 
employ.ee and community communiea.tion. It was present 
and practiced .in every e.f'fort in r~hich the company~ 
through Mr. Maria.~ was a participant. The many advantages 
indirectly gained by the company, frOl'll normal courtesy and 
oons1dera.t1on~ are difficult to measure.. 'l'he writer was 
a witness to many of the a.etivities in which Merrimack 
was represented and thereby .feels q,uali.fied to make the 
preceding statement. 
Advantages Of Exhibiting Concern ~or Others 
Exhibition or concern and tolerance tor individuals 
and their problems can be a rewarding practice.. In 
every action involving an employee ot the Merrimack 
personal concern for their welfare was generously exhibited. 
No problem,. regardless or its importance, was regarded as 
a burden to members of the industrial relations division. 
Building conti<tence. among employees was an obligation of 
management. It undoubtedly waa time consuming on many 
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on many occasions but was regarded as valuable tor the 
encouragement of employee sat1stact1on and increased respect 
tor management. The industrial relations office at Merrimack 
was always open to employees who w18hed to ai~ a problem 
or seek advice. fersonal satisfaction gained by employees 
was in turn exhibited to fellow employees .. and to associates 
out.si~e the plant. It is hoped that the reader will grasp 
the value or such actions as they contribute to the 
development ot both external and intemal public relations. 
Public Participation In Decision Making 
The practice of public relations is not limited to 
public relations practitioners.. Other company divisions 
also perform this function, though not directly. When 
the industrial relations di~ctor was seeking suggestions 
and solutions from the management~ supervisory, and union 
groups, each was given an opportunity to present their 
views on how to best expedite the production curtailment. 
When the decision ot each group was solicited and agree-
ment resulted, a sense of participation and acc~lishment 
was evident among supervisory and union groups. It was 
the personal feeling or each group# and rightly so, that 
they had a voice in ma.ld.ng the final decision. When the 
specific action or layoff took place there was evidence or 
greater satisfaction than perhaps would have resulted if 
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management told the groups outright what its plans were. 
When many industrial and business concerns desire to 
make cha.11ges or some degree~ the many related publics are 
encouraged to submit their suggestions or voice approval 
or disappro_val. Very often management will have made its 
decision in private. U there is wide agreement by 
the publics with managemen.Js decision, the publics will 
have contributed to decision making. If' there is dis-
agfeement, then management is free to reconsider, or to 
go ahead with its plans. The publics will not be given 
t he information results and they probabl¥ will be unable 
to learn the resul ta rom other sources. In this manner 
- ... 
external company publics will undoubtedly exhibit more 
respect and display satis£action ror managements efforts. 
Recognition Of' All Publics 
Very often when an analysis or a problem is made it 
is not unusual to select the more impOrtant or major 
publics, and the lessor or minor publics. The unfortunate 
result or this process of selection is the direction of 
communication to the major publics only, while the less 
importartt publics are left to the mercy of the rumor 
spreaders. This wa.s not the case a.t I-lerrimack. The maJor 
publics were dealt with in a prescribed, affir.mat1ve and 
direct manner. Minor publics were not ignored, however. 
Communication with the latter publics was recognized as 
an obligation or management. The overall importance or 
these publics to the Merrimack was not recognized as the 
primary reason for communicating with them. More im-
portant was the £act that these ~nor publics were 
associated with the company, perhaps inadvertantly, 
and were thus eligible for consideration. 
It is the opinion of the writer that r·ecognition of, 
a~d con~iderations given government, insurance, and 
welfare agencies were not specific requirements for t he 
Merrimack, or tor any o her ;tndustrial o:r-gani zation. Many 
will perhaps agree that these minor external publics do 
not need specialized considerations because they are merely 
performing t he jobs tor which they are responsible. It 
must be remembered, however, that tuture interacti on with 
many or the less important publica can be simplified 
or made more difficult merely from the respect accorded 
them on previous occasions . The ever-present and in-
creasingly significant human factor must be tolerated and 
perhaps even catered to~ This general area of consideration 
given all associated publics can perhaps be summarized 
\'lith a term borrowed from the l egal profession . 'From 
7 
managements point or view "there is no harm in trying". 
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B. Benefits Which Result Prom The Practice of Public Relations 
By Industrial Relations Divisions. 
Industrial Relations Is Closer TO Personnel 
or the many divisions . of management at Merrimack#' 
none are closer to company personnel t han the division of 
industrial relations. Its primar.y function is inte~reting 
management to supervisory personnel# the union, and 
empl.oyees. Grievances of these same employees are presented 
to this division which must also resolve them. At Merr1mack 
the industrial relations division is unquestionably as-
sociated very closely with the major problems confronting 
company personnel. Numerous problems of varying degrees, 
many with extremely personal references, are submitted to 
Mr. Maria tor advice and solution. Lastly it is the 
opinion of the writer that at the Merrimack, there is 
general recognition or the industrial relations division 
by employees as an impartial group. This attitude among 
employees has s1gnif1.cantly contributed to the ability of 
industrial relations to resolve problems. 
It is the ¢onclusion or the writer that the informal 
pattern of operation, or interaction between industrial 
relations and intra-company publics~ 1s unique among 
industrial firms similar in size to the errimack. For 
many reasons, Pal"ticularly time, cost, and capacities o£ 
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the individuals involved, as well as ·general atti ude of 
the management, other industrial f1rins do not encourage 
or permit informal opel,ations. It is further concluded. 
howeve , that informal relations bet ween industrial 
r lati ons and compal~ personnel at Merrima~k has contributed 
to the development of good employee relations. It is 
possible for many other industrial or business organizations 
to reap the benefits of good employee relations by rollowing 
some of the practices of the Merr~ck. Management may 
offer many informal considerations to its personnel 
\11thout yielding any of its independence. The primary 
objective ot any degree of informal considerations should 
be respect for the individual and his difficulties. The 
result of understanding and appreciation for employees 
and their problems may well be a more alert, tolerant 1 
and productive work force. 
Delegating Public Communicati on To Industrial Relations 
In the industrial organization Which l acks a public 
relations division .. delegating the function of public 
relations to other divisions raises robl ms o training. 
abil ity to perfor.m t wo jobs adequately1 and total evaluation 
o£ the results. In the statement of purpose~ it was 
advanced that approxllnately twenty-five percent of total 
public relations is conducted by i ndustrial rel ations 
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d" is ons. In the organization which cannot justify a 
division of' public relations , and many certainly cannot, 
the function of public v lations muat be delegated to some 
division of management. At the Merrimack,. thJ.S function 
was., of course.t a reap nsibility of the industrial !"elations 
division. 
Expressions or public comrnun1cat1on can be made to 
external groups only atter the 1ntemal relations of a 
company are adequately in order. It is d.iff'icult to 
undel"stand how any gvoup other than induatz•ial (including 
personnel) relations could develop good interraal relations. 
Industrial relations divisions must communicate with 
company pex-sonnel, whethel." or not there is a public 
relations division. When 'Qoth divisions exist, duties of 
each division are,. or at least should be, clearly defined 
with agreement between divisions. When industrial relations 
succeeds in developing and maintaining good internal relations 
it is then in a valuable position to communicate with 
the many external publics. Industrial relations of 
necessity) is closer to tl:e inner-workings of the or-
ganization. It t hus becomes mot>e expedient f'or this 
division to interpret management to external publics. 
It is further submitted that composit.ion and attitudes 
of' external publics quite often are influenced by the 
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inte:mal Pllb11cs. There is .evidence that the basic functions 
or industrial relations make it much easier for this 
division to 1nte~ret attitudes of the external masses 
a."ld then plan a program which would be conducive to the 
development of good-will 1 far better t han any other 
divisi on, exclusive of a trained public relation division. 
In the normal course of its industrial relations duties J 
this same division at ,1Qrrimack came in close contact 
t"lith the community, the pressJ the government., othe1,. 
industries and the trade. Communication and interaction 
trit these" and other e.l:ternal publics, made it almost 
mandatory that industrial relations also conduct public 
relations . Many inquiries from external publics are 
directed to the division of industrial rel tions which 
must resolve them wl th dispatch. Again the result of this 
interaction provides industrial relations with a richer 
underat.a.nding of the publics with whioh it is associated, 
and increases the possibilities ot developing ·good 
external relations. 
Evaluation Of External Public Relatione 
The extent of external communication and considerations 
given external publics leads the \'lriter to assume that the 
program or external public relations ttas more than reasonably 
suocess.f'ul . ?.Jr. Marta_, representing the ~wlerr1mack , \tent 
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out or __ is tay to p rform duties whic he was not con-
tractually obligate to perfonrt . As a result of this man 's 
ron ~rd thinking e.nd un · er·stand1ng of human c ar .cter · s ties, 
consid .... rab1e r espect t~or t e Mer•rimack was developed 
amon e ternal ublics. The \'lrl~er is Lrnpelle to sub t 
that r ... ardl ess what divi ion er orms t he function of' 
p bl1c relatio .s, the p~ctitioner who can dev .te that 
littl addit onal effort will be r einvestea with an 
additional degree of success he was not anticipating. 
C. Staff Problems Resulting From Dual Function Of Industrial 
And Publ c Relation • 
Maintaining An Adequate Staff 
The dual function 'or industrial and publi relat:i.ona 
cannot be peJ::>fo:rmed by one or just a few indi · J..duals . 
The responsibilities and activities c mmensurate with the 
proPel .. funct ion of industrial l.~lat.L.ons 1 requires a 
director and a personnel zr.anager. and one secretar-y, as 
minimum complement. Many records must be maintained, 
interviews o..nd m etings hel<;J., and communication conduated 
with persons and groups , both l'Iithin and without the company. 
The additional function or public relations would have 
1mposed a burden upon t he small staf'fJ assuming n rmal 
public relations operations are conducted. The Merr~ck 
ataf't is composed of the director_. Mr. Mar1a6. an employment 
manager who is responsible tor hiring and lay-oft 1 and 
the recording or all pertinent intonnation, an assistant 
personnel manager, and two secretaries. The assistant 
pers.onnel manager performs all duties related to employee 
health.t welfare and recl'eat~on. Although this staff' is 
composed of rive people, the writer sincerely doubts 
that it is adequate tor the operations pertonned. The 
director delegates a eonsiderable amount Qf responsibility 
to the other two staff' members;; thereby permitting him 
to conduct the public relation or the company. This can 
and has; become a physical and mental burden t•or the 
director. Additional public. relations tunctions must be 
delegated to other staff members. It this is not possible 
then mo~ personnel may be added to specialize in internal 
and/or external public velations. Caution must be ex-
ercised by other divisions perf'onning a dual function., 
Without an adequate starr, the degree ot accomplishment 
may be seriously impaired. Public relations requires 
eltteneive communication and interaction with many diversified 
publics . Por· a reasonably large ti:rm, it is a tull·t1me 
operat.1on,. To attempt to conduct public relations jointly 
with industrial relat1ons 1 ales, or advertising may be 
an invitation to considerable fatigue among personnel 
and an impedtment to accomplishment~ 
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? 
Development Ot ~1 e~_ 
The division pertor.ming a dual function may be faced 
with a problem or not being able to promptly and adequately 
r ~P~ize public relations problema. Similarly it may be 
diffi.Gult to advance solution to the problems in the 
• nature of media or connnunication as a result of pre-
disposition with activities not related to public relations. 
At the Merrimack. tor example, grievances pres nted by 
the union often requi~ the undivided ttention of the 
director of industrial relations and perhaps memb ra or 
nis starr. lf' a labor arbitration is scheduled, the dir ctor 
and his staff must conduct extensive research to prepare 
:tts case tor the arbitration boaro. If' a request is mad 
for delivery of a ape ch by Mr. Maria .to some xternal 
public , .th request may have to be turned down due to 
other problems requiring more immediate attention. Other 
problems with public relatione significance may arise 
which ino~ase th burdens of the industrial relations 
division. If attention cannot be given publics when t hey 
require it~ the valu of any previously tablished good-
will may be. lost to the company . These problems give 
evidence of an increasing need· ~9~ .. organizations which 
do not have separate. and distinct public relations divisions 
to delegate responsibility for this fu et1on to one or 
several individuals. 
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Advantages to the preceding conclusion ar numerou j 
perhaps expensiv > but of particular necessity. Initially1 
regardless ot the problema which predispose the joint-
£unc.t1on d! vision, one OJ." several star£ members will be 
available to 1mme<Uately take action to expedite any 
problem. '.l.'h extent ot·. ubl1o relations practiced will 
determ1n the number of individuals re ·u1red to per.form 
public rel .tion duties, 
Secondly, by designating individuals to the function 
or public relations, they will Undoubtedly develop a 
saliency tor· recognizing and. expediting the PX.'Oblems with 
which they are tac~. .Saliency may be 4eYeloped from 
continuous association w1th the fUnction ot public relations. 
The 1nd1 vidual who must display allegiance to more than 
one function., may well tind himSelf in an untenable situation, 
whereby he cannot do equal justice to two masters. The 
tunction ot one duty may suffer at the expense ot the other. 
Under$tand1ng Public Rel~tion Concepts 
The division which is responsible tor more than one 
tunet1on must assume a responsibility to train it staff 
to conduct each function equally well. At the Merrimack, 
publ1o relations 1s praoticed pred0Ul1nantly 'by the director 
of industrial relation~. Other members or hie staff oarmot 
be expected to perfoxm public relations activities unless 
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they possess knowledge of the various principles# and have 
an opportunity to practice public relations. Staff members, 
when performing the function of personnel administration~ 
contribute to the development of good employee relations . 
Should these individuals be called upon to conduct ex-
ternal publi~ relations# they perhaps would be seriously ~­
paired from doing an adequate Jo'b~ The factor or inadequate 
training of staff members to perform. the total function 
of public relations prompts the writex- to conclude that 
a reasonable amount of training . ot personnel \'iould be 
both sufficient and necessary to perfo~ two functions with 
any measure ot success. A knowledge of the various 
publics , and underst~1ding of principles of application1 
including appropriate media or communication, constitute 
a mintmum or education tor statr members . 
Comparison Of .fubl1c .:Relations Practices Of 
Industrial Relations Divisions With A 
Separate And Distinct Public Relations Div sion ~ 
lt is initially submitted that the extent of public 
relations practiced by divisions other than public 
relations will detennine the si~e o·t the organization 
needed to perform the necessary duties. Merrimack 
Manufacturing.. tor examp.le, does not publish a house organ 
nor maintain a continuoue program for public rel tiona. 
Its activities do not parallel those or the indu trial and 
public utility giants . 'l'he smaller industrial or bu inese 
cone . m , therefore.. does not require a similarly large a.tatf. 
'l*he separate, independent public relations division 
is fre to conduct every aspect ot its operation without 
beir~ concerned with the performance or other management 
functions . Industrial relations, however, on many occa ions 
must perfonn public communication in addition to its -
dustr1al relat1.ona function, ~ It 1e submitted that the 
industrial relation _ divisic;>n with a limit d taft' lacking 
adequate public :t lations education and practice , in 
most instances cannot parallel the accomplishment of the 
division devoted exclu~i vely to public rel tiona . The 
latter unit concerns itself primarily with thef"anotion 
or public communication. Its staff continuo sly performs 
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related functions which cont~ibute to alertneas and under-
standing of related problems-
The dual function division pe:rto;rms public conununicat1on 
only intennittently when the need arises ., or . hen requested. 
It is submitted that the maximwn efficiency or this group 
can be seriously retarded" and degree ot accomplishment 
proportionately affected. 
It 1s further subm1tt .d that extensiv and adequate 
communication with employees is not alwayo practiced when 
this function is delegated to d.1v1s.1ons other than public 
relations . It is not to be assumed, however, that when a 
public relations division cornrnunicate& with its publics 
tt~t it. etrorts a1~e ~lways extensive and adequ t • 
Recognized accomplishment can result only vThen these 
divisions ar assured that complete -saturat1o or the 
public has resulted. At the rrimack, follow! the 
layoff, it was necessary to conduct follow-up cOli unication 
to further ex lain additional management oliciea an · 
pr'Oblem.s . It 1. submitted that the. situ~tion 1 v lvi 
loom-fixers would have resulted. in t e:.tr acceptance of 
work-load e~ten ions if they had been p:rop ~ly int rmed . 
Divi ions ether than public relations t1nd it m.or~ expedient. 
and j·stit1able considering their l1mited resources ., to 
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resort to a 'one ehot 1' p gr · o£ co. · unica.t:to • . t . ained 
u ~c rc ations staff w ul'd recognize the nead ror follow-
up communicati and t hereby solidify m~ previously 
established goo ~will. 
In the small, dual-function division there is evidence 
of dependency upon one key 1 dividual for the pract ce 
of pub ic relations. At the Merr1ma.ck Mr . Marie was 
prima:t)ily reapons1ble tor this practice-· S oul . this 
in.dividual become ill, or tenninate his employment with 
the company1 considerable difficulty may result.. There 
'l."iould be no one immedi tely available who wa qualified to 
fill the breach. 'l'he public relations may well suffer a a 
result 1 particularly it there is a lapse of tin1e resulting 
from acquiring or t .raining a qualified replacement. 
. adv e to man ement . esul t pu· lie co. -
unio t1on 1 . elegat d to nduetri l re .tio s , ather 
than any otl e d1v sion, in the · be no · of an ·nd . dent 
public l cions partment. As ention in . vi u 
al"'e of t 1 the · s induatrial re ationa closer t 
0 t th 1 terna d xternal publics of the company . 
It can asily beco . a: are £ the t an attitu es o.f 
th p blica a d determine th . ed1a n t usei'ul to attract 
good-will . The c .ion of ndustrial rel tio e s pre-
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dominantly informal~ and it communicates directly with its 
publica. 'l'hese £actors are conduc1 ve to the develoPlnent 
of attention and the building of goO(t-.will . In conclu ion~ 
it is submitted that the divi.sion at 1ndust~i .l relations 
can expedite the function of public relatione more 
adequately than any oth~r management division~ in the 
absence of a well organized ar~ trained public relations 
department. 
:0. Conclusions 
Extent 'l'o Which The . ract!ee 0!' Public R lations By Induat~1al 
Relations Will Be Accepted As Public Relations Continues To 
Increase In Significance And Functional Depende ce 
The necessity or practicing public r lations is in-
creasing in recognition among organizations of every type 
and description. Only t he larg r firms which have many 
ivers1t1ed publics~ broad o erat1ons, and th money 
ava_lable.., fin it convenient to · elegate pu lie relations 
to an tndependent subdivision or managenlent. lthough 
public relations is becoming increasingly prof . aional zed 
it is subm1t te t hat a considerable number ot 1ndustr:l.ai 
and bu~»ine s ot>gan1zat1ons 1~111 not re :tr a full time 
public relations eta.r.r. prLl11B.r!ly for r asons of size 
and nat ure of operations ~ not to. mention f1nane1.a1 con-
siderations •. Ae publ ic r~lat1ons increaaes in significance 
and functional dependence it becomes imperative ror the 
management of smaller organizations to ensure that any 
public co unicati 1 p act:l.ce b co· pany ersonnel b 
ethica , practle l) ulfilli a pur ose. 
The public relations profession mu t cogniz and 
tole.r te the pr·actice of public r la.tio s by ot er rw:u1ag -
ment divisions . In ny re pect it is better o permit 
p blic relations to be p.r ctice · by ivisio s other than 
ub i c relat:J.ons J tha: not be ract1ced t al.l. ny 
organizations which conduct partial public co ·n1c tion 
can ~tilize the service f ub ic relations coun el rs to 
perform functions which cannot be conduc e by omp ny 
pe sonnel. Ra ' r than s ume an attitude of di r .vor 
toward fir.ms which practice public relations thro gh 
industrial relations, it waul b beneficial ·Or members of 
the profession to continue ass1st.ing the tions industrial 
and business organizations. By granting increased rec-
ognition to practitioners of every description through 
professional publications, .forums and seminars,. the 
profession w111 benefit others as well as itself . 
Im vi T e ractice Of ?ublic R l t o 
Through Industrial Relations Divisions 
It is concluded that considerable effort must be 
expended by industrial relations to improve public relations 
practice, making 1 t more productive and recognizable. The 
burden or responsibility to improve public relations rests 
as much upon industrial relations as it does upon public 
relations. Per1od1o evaluations of its program is a pre.-
requisite to recognizing the shortcomings ot its staff' 
and subsequent activities. Industrial relations must 
begin by dete~ning if its staff is adequate to perform 
the t'unct1on.a delegated it. The term adequate refers to 
both size an<i ability to perform. 
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Secondly~ the publics must be extended to include 
every major and minor. public vJhich is asDociated. with the 
company. No public.;~ regardless of. its importance to the 
organif?iat1on1 must be ignored~ Ther is ev1den e to 
support the conclusion t hats in addition to e.x:te _ding the 
publics, 1 t becomes necessary to exte11rd or wid ... n the media . 
ut 1l1.zed to communicate lith the public~ Media requiring 
t he least ef"fort and loweGt cost are not al\'Tays t he most 
advantageous . It becomes an obligation of 1nd1viduaJ.a 
responeible tor the function ot publ14 relations to 
establish an objective~ then seek the media which will 
achieve desired r~sulta .. 
La~tly~ whenever errorta ar e made to xvedite a 
problem initial comm n1cation with publics involved must 
not always be regarded as suft'1c1ent tor a solut .. on. 
'l'he practice or tol l0¥1- UP communication, which cont' nuea 
to increase in significance, must be .given consideration 
on every occasion. The decision to utiliae follow-up 
communication will depend l.lPOn the composition ot the 
publics. and degree or exposure neceasar,Y to d velop and 
maintain their good ... will . · 1'he purpose of follow-up com-
munication must be to solidify any gains realized from 
previous communication, and to ensure again t development 
of situations which may be distreaeing to the organization. 
Degree Of Potential 1'l'o _ Public Relations Trainees 
In Industrial Relations. 
It is f'ut-ther concluded that opportunities for persons 
trained in the function of public relations,; for placement 
in industrial relations positions1 are reasonably 
promising . Both functions epitomize the human aspect or 
administration. ·'l'here is a gt>Owin.g tracu tion that 
industrial relations practitioner$ come from t he rankS 
of those trained in thiS function# as is true 1n public 
relations. circles. The public relations man6 trained in 
college~ however1 can make a valuable contribution to 
industrial relations" True he \·till not become d1.rector ~ 
unless he acquires a knOt~tledge of labor law and practices. 
The maJor contribution, however1 will be to the development 
or satis.fa tocy e it,Ployee relations~. In a firm of 
reasonable size which does not have a public relations 
department, , .such e.s the Merrimaclt..; a member or the in-
duetrial . relations starr, trained ~n public relations~ 
could exclusively devote his efforts to employee communication. 
This may be in the nature o£ editing a house publication, 
employee recreation, or bulletin board supervision, to name 
a few. With n 1ndiv du 1 available to perform these 
obvious public relations functions t he remainder of the 
staff would be free to devote their efforts to the many 
problema of industrial and personnel r el on • 
The public relations man, working in conjunction with 
industrial relationeJ could devote considerable effort 
to ext mal public relations, Which is becoming in-
creasingly diversified . He would b qualified to conduct 
pl t tours, represent the company at numerous functions. 
or a sist in staging events in whi ch the company par-
ticipates. In general it is finally concluded that there 
are opportunities for placement or public relations 
trainees in industrial relation , These tr inees can be 
of consi derable b nefit to industrial relations and to 
the management . The major factor to be resolved would b 
convincing the managem nt of the benefits of this p an. 
and when this is achieved, convincing each re pective in-
dustrial relations directo.r . It is submitted that these 
obst cles are not insurmountable . They can be resolved 
tTith a little foz-wa:rd thinking and a disp a:y of ggre sivene s. 
Summar,y Conclusion 
Dur1.1g the concluding interview with Mr . ria the 
writer was presented the ph1loso hy surt~unding the function 
o~ ind stri 1 and public relations at the ~rr1mack . 
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f. • .ria. e ente t t 11 t h objective or p rson.n 1 relations 
is to develop eff1c1 nt ~-d happy people. The objective or 
indu trial rel tiona", on the other hand., ., is the 
p.t"'mot1on o · env1 o ent or at os h 
th Nealthful and p~osperous o e~ation o 
c _ uci to 
th company11 • 
11Furthermore., !I he stated., n this atmosp I'e or en ironment 
s ontrolled y the people who make up th vc:a.r ous public 
s e a the ·un on;~ employee 1 press , governm.nt , c mmunity~ 
etc . l~1l1ment o£ these obj ctives reflects a ic 
or overall att tude on .h part of the indust ial 
relations di 1s1on which permeates the entire ork fo~c 
o the plant . This attitu e., ba cally, s one o~ faith 
in, and concern ror p ople . 11 This philo ophy, though 
related to th promotion or empl yee rel tions and external 
ubl ic relations at z•rimack, has many practical and 
valid appl1cat one to the publ .c relatio s profession . It 
constitutes a ba ic and imple philosophy of r cognizing 
the h1nruan characteristic of the publics with which the 
comp y 1~ associated, and strives to make t he association 
as amicable a pocsible . The human element in both public 
and industrial relations is suprem • Consi .er-ation of 
this factor is a prer qui site to the succes of any public 
or industrial relations activity .. 
APPENDIX 
TEMP ORARY LAY-OFF PROCEDURE 
Tho company regrets tha t duo to business conditions, it has boon 
nece ss a ry to cuPtail our production and to lay off some of our em-
ployees at this time. we arc appreciative of your loyal service and 
hope that it will not be long before you can be working with us again. 
ThJ following informa tion will be of help to you du~ing your lay-off 
period: 
1. Duration of lay-off: __________________________________ • 
2. You h a ve b oon laid off in accordance with seniority 
rules in tho Union contra ct, and you will be called back 
in accordance with those rul e s. (In case of lay-offs, 
tho last one out shall be tho first one back.) 
3. Make sure we have your correct address, and keep us 
posted on any change s in your address. 
4. Tho policy o. t the Merrimack Manufacturing Company is 
to offe r jobs that a r c open to people that arc laid off 
provided those employee s a rc qualified for the job. Let 
us know tho jobs for which you wottld like to be considered 
in the event that thor o arc openings~ 
5. If you arc e ligible for unemployment compensat i on, you 
should report to tho Employment Security Office at 291 
Sununor Stroo t immcdi o. toly in accordance with tho following 
schedule: thos e whoso lo. s t Social Security number ends 
in a 0 or l - r eport on Monday 
2 or 3 - r eport on Tuesday 
h or 5 - r eport on We dnes day 
6 or 7 r ep ort on Thursday 
8 or 9 - r eport on Friday 
6. If you sock work at another plant, we will be happy to 
write a letter of recommendation for you and act as a 
r e ference. Also, tho Employment Se curity Office, 291 
Summe r Stroot, may be aDlo to h e lp you to get another 
job. Because we understand tha t tho following plants 
arc looking for desirable employe es, we recommend tha t 
you contnct 
7. You should keep your Blue Cross and Blue Shield payments 
up. You may make those p ayments o.t tho Payroll Office 
each month for five months; then a bill will be sent to 
y~u by tho Blue Cross each throe months. If yo~ got a 
job elsewher e and they h a ve a. Blue Cross and Blue Shield 
program, you s hould transfer your membership~ If you 
r e turn b a ck to work c:. t tho Merrimack, your Blue Cross 
a nd Blue Sh i e ld will b e made effective a gain. 
/ 
8. 
10. 
Group Insurance Benefits: Your lif o insurance will 
r ema in in eff e ct for fiv e months nft cr your last day 
-2-
of work, Your sickness and accidents and sur gi ca l 
b enefits will r emain in effe ct for 31 days aft er your 
l a st day of work. If you r e turn bo. ck to work ut tho 
Merrimack, your benefits under tho group insuranc e will 
b o eff e ctive tho dny tho. t you r e turn. 
pay Chocks : You will go t your pay chock for your l ast 
wook of work by o.pplying to tho Personne l Offi ce aft er 
1:00 otclock tho followin g Friday, or, if you would 
pref er, you cnn h uvo tho chock mailed to you. Just 
r e turn tho badge to tho Personne l Office , and tho cho ck 
will be maile d to you. You cun al s o h a ve someone e lse 
pick up your che ck by writing a note for them authorizing 
them to do so nnd giving them your b udge . 
We would apprecia t e any sugge s tions or criticism tho.t 
you h ave r cgo.rding your emplo yment with us. We would 
like your fr ank opinion so thnt we can continuo our 
policy of keeping tho Morrimo. ck a good p l a ce in which 
to work. 
Pleo.so r ememb er tht: t o. lthough you o.r o l o. i d off, we o.ro still very 
much inter es t ed in your we lfar e , cm d we wi ll b e h o.ppy to help you in 
any wo.y tho. t we can. If thor o i s anything tho. t we co.n do nt o.ny time , 
plons o como to th o Personnel Office or c o. ll us on the t e l ephone o. t 
2-9565. 
PERSO NNEL DIVISION 
MERRI MA CK MFG. COMPANY ( 1952) 
PERMANENT LAY OFF RETIREMENT PROCEDURE 
Name Address 
Age Soc. Sec. No. 
1. Inform the Employment Security Division Office on Summer Street 
immediately that you have been permanently laid off. Give them 
the letter that we have written for you. 
2 c Apply at once to the Social Security Office, third floor over 
Brockelmanta Market, for your Old Age Pension •. Take with you 
your Social Security Card, Birth Certificate, and the letter 
that we have written for you. 
3. After your Unemployment Compensation has run out, if you have 
financial need and are otherwise eligible, apply to the Old Age 
Assistance Office on Cabot Street for further assistance. 
4· You are advised to keep up your Blue Cross and Blue 
ments. For the first five months, you may pay your 
Merrimack Manufacturing Company's Payroll Office ($ 
wards, . bills will be mailed to your home ($ ) • · 
Shield pay-
bill at the 
); after-
5. If you desire to keep up your Life Insurance Policy of $5oo.oo, 
take the policy with you and apply within thirty days to Fred 
c •. Church, 53 Central Street, Lowell, . Mass~chusetts. Your annual 
premium should be a bout $ •. 
You are urged to contact the Personnel Office either by telephone, 
2-9565, o~ in person any time you have questions or problems re-
garding your retirement or for any other matter with which the 
Personnel Office can help you • . 
Your long record of service is definitely appreciated by the 
Merrima.ck Manufacturing Company, and we wish for you a most re-
warding and satisfactory retirement • .. 
MERRIMACK MANUFACTURING COMPANY (/.fo~ 
Lowell 2-9565 
EX IT INTERVIEW 
Name Address ------------~------------~----~ --------------------------------
Oecupation ________________________ ~--~Department __________ ~ ______ M . .M.# ____ __ 
Resigned or Quit ______________ Discharged ______________ Other ____________________ _ 
Date leaving ___ ·------------------------~Did he work notice? ____________________ ___ 
How long employed? ______________________ .Previous employmen~ with us (dates and type 
of work 
------------------------------------------------------------
Absentee record Accident record ----------------------~ ------------------------
• I t I I 1 I I I I I I I I I I I t I I I I e I I I I I I I I I t I I I I I I I • I I I • I I I I I t I I I I t I I 1 I I I I I t I I I t I I I I 1 I 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 t 1 1 t 1 1 1 1 
Reason for separation? ~------------------------------------------------------
Name of immediate supervisor? 
--------------------------------------------------
Has he been treated fairly? ~-------------------------------------------
Did he aike his job? 
---------------------------------------------------------
Does he understand his Group Insurance status? 
'~~--------~~~~--~~~~----(Group insurance for quits, resignations and discharges cancelled immediately) 
Does he understand his Blue Cross and Blue Shield Status? 
------------------------
Is he a member of the Credit Union? Does he owe them money? 
--------· ----------------
Does he understand when and how to pick up his final pay? ________________________ _ 
Ask him what, in his opinion, advantage does his new job have over his job here 
Would he like to work for this Company again? ______ If "no", ask him why _________ _ 
Date interviewed Interviewer 
QUITS AND RESIGNATIONS 
Has another job 
Dissatisfied 
Wages too low 
Short time 
Leaving City 
Work unsuitable 
To return to school 
Working conditions 
Health 
Family reasons 
r1arriage 
Military service 
Unknown 
DISCHARGED 
Incompetence 
Poor attendance 
Unsafe workman 
Physically unfit 
Refused transfer 
Discipline 
Failed to report 
Misconduct 
. : : 
:;...· ·· 
arHER 
Sick 
Labor dispute 
